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Remit of the Editorial 
Standards Committee 
The Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) is responsible for assisting the Trust in securing 
editorial standards. It has a number of responsibilities, set out in its Terms of Reference at 
bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/about/meetings_and_minutes/bbc_trust_committees.html. 

The Committee comprises six Trustees: Richard Tait (Chairman), Chitra Bharucha, 
Mehmuda Mian, David Liddiment, Alison Hastings and Anthony Fry. It is advised and 
supported by the Trust Unit. 

In line with the ESC’s responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness of handling editorial 
complaints by BBC management, the Committee considers appeals against the decisions 
and actions of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) or of a BBC Director with 
responsibility for the BBC’s output (if the editorial complaint falls outside the remit of the 
ECU). 

The Committee will consider appeals concerning complaints which allege that: 

• the complainant has suffered unfair treatment either in a transmitted programme 
or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• the complainant’s privacy has been unjustifiably infringed, either in a transmitted 
programme or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• there has otherwise been a failure to observe required editorial standards 

The Committee will aim to reach a final decision on an appeal within 16 weeks of 
receiving the request. 

The findings for all appeals accepted by the Committee are reported in this bulletin, 
Editorial Complaints: Appeals to the Trust. 

As set out in its Terms of Reference, the Committee can decline to consider an appeal 
which in its opinion: 

• is vexatious or trivial; 

• does not raise a matter of substance; 

• relates to the content of a programme or item which has not yet been broadcast; 

• concerns issues of bias by omission in BBC news programmes unless the Chairman 
believes that it is plausible that the omission of an item could have led to a breach 
of the guidelines on impartiality; 

• has not been made within four weeks of the final correspondence with the ECU or 
BBC Director on the original complaint; and  

• relates to matters which are the subject of or likely to be the subject of, or 
relevant to, legal proceedings.  

 

The Committee will not generally reconsider any aspects of complaints that have already 
been adjudicated upon or considered by a Court.  

Any appeals that the Committee has declined to consider under the above criteria are 
reported in the bulletin. 
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In line with its duty to consider topics of editorial concern to the Committee, whether or 
not such concern arises from a formal complaint, and to commission information requests 
from the Trust Unit or Executive to support such consideration, the Committee also from 
time to time requests the Executive to report to the Committee regarding breaches which 
have been accepted by the Executive and are therefore not subject to appeal to the 
Committee. The bulletin also may contain findings relating to such cases. 
 

The bulletin also includes any remedial action/s directed by the Committee. 

It is published at bbc.co.uk/bbctrust or is available from: 

The Secretary, Editorial Standards Committee 
BBC Trust Unit 
180 Great Portland Street 
London W1W 5QZ 
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Summary of findings 
BBC local television news coverage of UKIP during the 
Norwich North by-election including BBC Look East’s hustings 
programme and a selection of Look East programmes, July 
2009  
Today, BBC Radio 4, 30 May 2009 
Six O’Clock News, BBC Radio 4, 24 July 2009 
The complainant claimed that BBC News’ reporting of the Norwich North by-election was 
biased against the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) who, he alleged, were 
deliberately given little coverage. The complainant believed that the guidance issued to 
BBC programme makers by the Chief Adviser, Politics, in relation to coverage of the 
Norwich North by-election was flawed and did not accord sufficient weight to UKIP. The 
complainant also complained of other incidents of anti-UKIP reporting by BBC News. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that it was satisfied due consideration had been given in the Chief Political 
Adviser’s advice note regarding Norwich North to the BBC’s  responsibilities as 
laid down by the guidelines. 

• that the Chief Political Adviser’s advice note had been evidence-based and 
reasonable. 

• that the Look East hustings programme had followed the advice given by the 
Chief Political Adviser and had made a distinction between UKIP and the other 
smaller parties by including a short report on the UKIP campaign. 

• that the Look East hustings programme had not breached the guidelines on 
Politics and Public Policy, and that the programme had been duly impartial and 
in accordance with BBC policy. 

• that the regional overall coverage of UKIP with regard to the Norwich North by 
election campaign (based on a sample of the local TV News programme Look 
East seen by the Committee) had been in accordance both with the BBC’s 
Editorial Guidelines and with the specific election guidance note. 

• that the use of the phrase describing UKIP as “the BNP in blazers” on the 
Today programme had been acceptable and duly accurate in the specific 
context of putting criticism which was in the public domain into a political 
report and providing an opportunity for rebuttal by the leader of UKIP. 

• that, in providing an opportunity for the UKIP leader to respond during the 
interview which followed the Today programme report, the sequence had been 
duly impartial. 

• that the BBC’s apology to the complainant for a Radio 4 Six O’Clock News 
report, which incorrectly stated that the Green Party had come fourth in the 
Norwich North by-election, had resolved the issue and no further action was 
required. 

• that, in terms of complaint handling since UKIP itself had been open about 
infiltration of the party, it was acceptable for BBC News to make reference to 
this in its reply to the complainant. 
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• that the complainant had supplied no evidence to back up the general 
assertion of BBC bias either against UKIP or in favour of the European Union 
and that it was consequently unable to address these wider points. 

The complaint was in part not upheld and in part resolved. 

For the finding in full see pages 10 to 23. 

 

The Big Questions, BBC One, 13 September 2009  
The complaint concerned an episode of The Big Questions which featured a studio debate 
on the topic “Does Islam encourage violence?”. The complainant said that one of the 
contributors to the debate had expressed offensive views and should not have been 
chosen as a panelist. The complainant also said that the composition of the audience was 
inadequate to counter the views expressed by the panelist. 

The Committee concluded: 

Harm and Offence 

• that the comments made by the panellist could be considered as challenging 
and risked offending some of the audience. 

• that, given the clear signposting of the topic being debated, and the general 
outline of the discussion, it was reasonable to include within the debate views 
that supported the question being posed. 

• that there was a clear editorial justification for these comments given the 
timing of the discussion (close to the anniversary of 9/11) and the then current 
news story of three men convicted of terrorist activities. 

• that the purpose of the debate and the comments made within it did not 
breach editorial standards relating to Harm and Offence. 

Impartiality and Diversity Opinion 

• that the subject of the debate was not “controversial” as defined by the BBC’s 
Editorial Guidelines and could be considered against the general principles of 
impartiality. 

• that the choice of panellist had been appropriate given the panel members are 
expected to “hold strong informed views” on the topic under discussion and he 
was set against an individual who could set out the opposing viewpoint . 

• that, given the response of the fellow panelist and other members of the 
audience, who provided an opposite view the inclusion of the panellist in 
question did not prevent impartiality from being achieved. 

• that, considering the debate as a whole, the BBC had achieved impartiality in a 
way that was adequate and appropriate to the output. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 24 to 32. 

 

News at Ten, BBC One, 10 June 2009 
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This first party complaint from David Amess MP relates to a report by the BBC’s Home 
Editor on the News at Ten and an associated article on the BBC website. The complainant 
stated that the News at Ten report had given a misleading and inaccurate impression that 
he had not declared a financial interest when tabling questions about caravans. In his 
appeal to the Trust the complainant said that the report had been deliberately slanted to 
“tie in with the row about Members of Parliaments’ allowances” and that it “disgracefully 
gave the impression that I was somehow being paid by the Caravan Club to ask questions 
on their behalf”. The complainant also said that he had been unfairly singled out in the 
report and that the BBC must have paid somebody to tow a caravan around Parliament 
Square. In his appeal to the Trust the complainant also raised the issue of the amount of 
time he had been given to respond to enquiries from the reporter before the story was 
broadcast. 

The Committee concluded: 

Accuracy 

• that the complainant had complied with the requirement to declare his interest 
in the Register of Members’ Interests, and that this had been reported in the 
piece. 

• that there was no doubt there were at least six written questions asked by the 
complainant about caravanning while he was in receipt of a retainer from the 
Caravan Club, and that his connection with the Caravan Club was not declared 
each time the questions were tabled, as required by the Code of Conduct for 
MPs. 

• that the documentary evidence about the allegation was clear and the report 
concerning the complainant was accurate and well-sourced. 

• that the letters which the complainant had written to ministers declaring an 
interest in the Caravan Club were irrelevant to the matter in the report. 

Fairness 

• that it was clear that the reporter had contacted the complainant in order for 
him to respond to the report and that, even if the accusation that the 
reporter’s tone was belligerent could be substantiated, this did not necessarily 
mean there had been unfairness. 

• that the report had not implied that it was “disgraceful” to receive payment for 
lobbying or for asking questions, but that the issue addressed in the report 
was that the rules regarding disclosure when tabling questions were not 
followed. 

• that the amount paid, whether absolute or relative to other MPs’ earnings, was 
irrelevant and that it was the declaration of the interest that was pertinent. 

• that the piece accurately reported facts which related to whether or not the 
complainant was acting within the letter of the MPs' Code of Conduct. 

• that the use of the caravan was a device for the purpose of illustration, that 
programme-makers are entitled to illustrate their stories and that this was not 
improper or unfair. 

• that the reporter, in quoting the word “forgot”, had wanted to use the precise 
word to be clear and fair and had not said it in a sneering manner as 
suggested by the complainant. 
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• that the reporter had consulted Editorial Policy for advice on how much time to 
give the MPs to respond before the planned broadcast and there was no 
evidence to suggest that the complainant had not been given, in the words of 
the guideline, “a fair opportunity to respond to the allegations before 
transmission”. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 33 to 43. 

 

Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 7, 14 & 21 September 
2008 
The complaint relates to the three-part series Earth: The Climate Wars, which the 
complainant says contained inaccuracies and was biased in favour of the Anthropogenic 
Global Warming viewpoint. The appeal to the Trust focused on four heads of complaint: 
that the treatment of the increase in global temperature by almost 1°C was misleading in 
that it gave the impression that the figures were more definitive than was the case; that 
the production team lacked scientific expertise; that the importance attached to volcano 
data as proof of climate modelling was misleading; and that criticisms of the Hockey Stick 
graph had been deliberately misrepresented by the programme team.  

The Editorial Standards Committee concluded: 

• that the use of the phrasing “almost 1 degree” to describe the global 
temperature increase had encapsulated the potential range of the increase 
without being definitive and was duly accurate for a lay audience. 

• that there was no requirement under the Guidelines for this figure to be 
spelled out with a greater degree of accuracy as might be expected in a 
scientific paper or peer-reviewed publication. 

• that, while the qualifications of a production team are not a matter for the 
Editorial Guidelines and are therefore irrelevant for the purposes of the 
Committee reaching a finding, in this case the facts did not support the 
complainant’s suggestion that the production team lacked an understanding of 
the science. 

• that in covering the subject of volcano data the programme had been 
discussing a historical event which had been part of the history of the climate 
change debate, and that this event had led to climate modelling becoming 
accepted – whether or not it had been, in the words of the complainant, “daft 
and dangerous” to state that acceptance had been largely based on that event. 

• that, as the programme had been concerned with the argument rather than 
the scientific detail, there was no failing in accuracy or impartiality. 

• that the programme-makers had made it clear that the Hockey Stick graph was 
disputed and that Mann and his supporters amd collaborators had been 
accused of fraud. 

• that there was no evidence to suggest that the programme-makers had, in the 
words of the complainant, “set out to deliberately make the criticisms about 
hockey stick look like a mischievous ruse by the sceptics and not real scientific 
criticism”. 
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• that the programme’s comments concerning the Hockey Stick had been duly 
accurate and impartial. 

• that, overall, the series had reported with due accuracy and due impartiality 
the chronology of the science as well as the debates and disputes that 
surround the issue of climate change, and had not been in breach of the 
Editorial Guidelines. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 44 to 58. 

 

Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 14 September 2008 
The complaint relates to the second episode in the three-part series, Earth: The Climate 
Wars. The complainant stated that the programme had been inaccurate and biased in its 
treatment of the subject of climate change (specifically in relation to the use of the 
Bristlecone Pine as climate proxy and the satellite temperature record), and that it had 
breached the BBC’s guidelines by “blatantly advocating” political policy. 

The Editorial Standards Committee concluded: 

• that its position was in line with the Trust’s endorsement of the report by John 
Bridcut which concluded that there is a broad scientific consensus on climate 
change and that the Impartiality guideline does not require equal prominence 
to be given to those disagreeing with the assertion that human actions have 
been responsible for global warming. 

• that, while the vast majority of scientists and politicians agree on what is 
occurring despite an articulate sceptical minority, there is still controversy over 
what this means in policy terms. 

• that this series of programmes was about the history of the climate change 
debate and not the policy options resulting from an acceptance of 
Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW), and as such the subject matter was not 
a “controversial subject” in the terms of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines. 

• that the programme would be judged against the general requirements for due 
accuracy and due impartiality rather than the specific guidelines dealing with 
“controversial subjects”. 

• that, while the presenter’s personal interest in the subject matter was apparent 
(and transparent) throughout, it did not constitute a “personal view” in the 
terms of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines. 

• that the presenter had not expressed his personal views on matters of public 
policy or political or industrial controversy. 

• that, although there are debates about the validity of the use of Bristlecone 
Pine as a climate proxy, this was a valid example for the programme to use 
while referring to the existence and use of many other climate proxies. 

• that the part of the programme concerned with satellite data and its 
reconciliation with other data was a narrative of what had happened and why 
scientists now believe what they do, and was duly accurate and impartial. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 59 to 71. 
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 7, 14 & 21 September 
2008 
The complaint relates to the three-part series, Earth: The Climate Wars. The complainant 
detailed 21 examples of alleged bias and inaccuracy across the three episodes. Of these 
examples, 10 points were considered on appeal by the Editorial Standards Committee. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that its position was in line with the Trust’s endorsement of the report by John 
Bridcut which concluded that there is a broad scientific consensus on climate 
change and that the Impartiality guideline does not require equal prominence 
to be given to those disagreeing with the assertion that human actions have 
been responsible for global warming. 

• that, while the vast majority of scientists and politicians agree on what is 
occurring despite an articulate sceptical minority, there is still controversy over 
what this means in policy terms. 

• that this series of programmes was about the history of the climate change 
debate and not the policy options resulting from an acceptance of 
Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW), and as such the subject matter was not 
a “controversial subject” in the terms of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines. 

• that the programme would be judged against the general requirements for due 
accuracy and due impartiality rather than the specific guidelines dealing with 
“controversial subjects”. 

• that there had been no need for a more detailed introduction of Professor 
Stephen Schneider as the point he was discussing was specific and historical 
and related to how scientific method worked. 

• that the section featuring Professor Schneider was duly accurate and impartial 
without including information regarding allegations about his credibility, and his 
rejection of those allegations. 

• that the candle flame demonstration did not imply a linear relationship 
between CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and global warming, and was 
duly accurate and impartial within the context of a programme on science 
history intended for a general audience. 

• that it was reasonable for the programme to accept the scientific consensus on 
the matter of the cause of increased CO2 concentration, and that not including 
the ice core argument put forward by the complainant did not constitute a 
failure to be duly impartial and duly accurate. 

• that, in the context of a programme about the debate over AGW, the section 
which set out the dominant scientific theory regarding aerosols was duly 
accurate. 

• that the programme was duly accurate and duly impartial in its treatment of 
stand-out years and, in particular, there was no requirement to refer to 1998 or 
2008 or the decade in between as a decade of temperature stasis/decline in 
the face of rising CO2 concentrations. 

• that the series of programmes had appropriately included the views and 
concerns of those who were opposed to theory of AGW. 
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• that it did not agree with the complainant’s view that the series had 
exacerbated the dispute or suggested that those who do not agree with AGW 
are driven by disreputable motives. 

• that, while there was no specific mention of the Wegman Report, or of the 
McIntyre and McKitrick criticisms of the Hockey Stick graph, the programme 
had made it clear that the Hockey Stick graph was disputed. 

• that, for this kind of general science programme, the level of detail required by 
the complainant was unrealistic and would have been meaningless to the 
general viewer. 

• that the programme’s comments concerning the Hockey Stick graph had been 
duly accurate and impartial. 

• that, as none of the contributors featured in the programme had appealed to 
the Trust, the complaint relating to the fairness of the editing would be 
considered under the impartiality guidelines. (The Committee noted that 
fairness complaints had been made to Ofcom by two of the interviewees 
featured in the programme, and that Ofcom had not upheld either complaint.) 

• that, in giving airtime to voices at the Heartland Conference, the programme 
had adequately shown the strength of feeling of a number of people against 
the theory of AGW. 

• that there were many named sceptic voices throughout the series and that the 
Heartland coverage supplemented those interviews in a duly accurate and 
impartial way. 

• that the evidence in support of the programme’s statements about diminishing 
Arctic sea ice was compelling, and the programme had been duly accurate in 
this respect. 

• that the issues discussed at stage 2 of the complaints process regarding the 
relative merits and attendance of the Heartland and Copenhagen conferences 
did not directly relate to material broadcast in the series and so could not be 
judged against the BBC’s editorial guidelines. 

• that, overall, the series of programmes had looked at the history of the global 
warming debate and had reported with due accuracy and due impartiality the 
chronology of the science as well as the debates and disputes that surround 
the subject. 

• that the length of time taken by the Trust Unit to conclude this complaint had 
been excessive and an apology would be made to the complainant. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 72 to 99. 
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Findings 
BBC local television news coverage of UKIP during the 
Norwich North by-election including BBC Look East’s 
hustings programme and a selection of Look East 
programmes, July 2009  

Today, BBC Radio 4, 30 May 2009 

Six O’Clock News, BBC Radio 4, 24 July 2009 
 

1. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to the Chairman of the BBC Trust on 27 July 2009. He said the 
coverage of the UKIP during and after the by-election was “blatantly anti UKIP”. He made 
the following specific points: 

• That UKIP was unfairly excluded from the hustings event broadcast on BBC 
Look East. 

• That UKIP was unfairly excluded from the entire campaign coverage by the 
regional news magazine programme, Look East; this was despite UKIP 
receiving just 130 fewer votes than the Greens in the 2005 General Election. 

• The coverage of the result on the Radio 4 Six O’Clock News gave listeners “the 
impression that UKIP had come 5th”. 

• In a more recent programme on Radio 4 Jonathan Dimbleby referred to UKIP 
in a comment about “extremist minor parties”. 

• The BBC’s then Europe Editor referred to UKIP as “the BNP in blazers”. 

The BBC Trust responded on behalf of the Chairman on 7 August 2009, advising the 
complainant that his comments had been forwarded to BBC Information, as they were the 
appropriate body to respond in the first instance. 

The complainant replied to the Trust Unit on 12 August 2009 asking for details of the 
complaints process and a copy of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines. He also asked for a 
clearer understanding of the Trust’s role. 

The complainant wrote again to the Chairman on 1 September 2009, saying he had not 
received a reply to his letter of 12 August nor had he received the promised response 
from BBC Information; his letter appears to have crossed with the response below from 
BBC Information. The complainant was sent a copy of the complaints process by the BBC 
Trust Unit on 2 September 2009. 

BBC Information responded to the original complaint on 31 August 2009. The letter 
outlined the basis on which the BBC decides the appropriate levels of coverage for each 
candidate or party in any given election, and how the judgments were applied in the case 
of the Norwich North by-election. The reply explained that: 

• the last equivalent election would normally be the most significant past result 
to take into account – in this case, the 2005 General Election. However, as the 
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local and European results were so recent it was decided to give these results 
more weight than normal. 

• it was not a straightforward calculation because the constituency fell across 
two different local authorities. 

• in the case of support in the European election the calculation would not be 
based on the whole of the Eastern Region, but only on how people in Norwich 
North voted. 

• the judgment about the levels of coverage for the Greens and UKIP were 
looked at separately and a judgment made “on the evidence of past/current 
electoral support and other relevant factors”. 

• on that basis the Greens merited “a similar level of coverage to the main three 
parties”. 

• using the same criteria, it was judged that UKIP “had not demonstrated 
sufficient evidence of electoral support in the Norwich North constituency to 
justify them being given similar levels of coverage to the main three parties”. 

• the Chief Adviser, Politics’ advice was that a sufficient level of electoral support 
had been demonstrated in the constituency such that UKIP was entitled “to 
receive some coverage, in proportion to those parties”. 

The judgment reached by the Chief Adviser, Politics was based on evidence of the 
approximate breakdown of share of the vote for each of the leading six parties at the 
European Elections on 4 June, and on the local elections held on the same day. Account 
was also taken of a telephone poll of 500 voters conducted by ICM in the Norwich North 
constituency just before the start of the by-election campaign. 

BBC Information concluded: 

“the BBC’s approach is entirely consistent and takes no account whatsoever of 
what the particular policies of different parties are. In the June 09 European 
election campaign, UKIP received similar levels of coverage to the three main 
parties … This was based primarily on the party’s strong showing in the 04 
European election.” 

“The fact that in the event UKIP secured more votes in the Norwich North by-
election than the Greens does not invalidate the original assessment in any way. 
Judgements about levels of coverage can only be taken using existing evidence, 
they cannot speculate about future voting, without supporting evidence.” 

 

BBC Information included the guidance sent to news teams covering the by-election; the 
most relevant paragraph said: 

“The three main parties, Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrats, should 
receive similar levels of coverage. On the basis of evidence of past and current 
electoral support in the constituency, the Green Party should receive a similar level 
of coverage to the three main parties. UKIP have also demonstrated a level of 
electoral support in the constituency sufficient to receive some coverage, in 
proportion to the main parties.” 

BBC Information then addressed the hustings debate which was broadcast on BBC Look 
East and said that an editorial judgment was made about balancing the number of 
candidates to include the wider interests of the audience and voters in terms of their 
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ability to hear the arguments: who to include beyond the main parties and the manner in 
which they were included was a judgement for the programme maker “taking account of 
the format of the programme, the time available and the issues which had arisen during 
the campaign”. 

With regard to the Six O’Clock News on Radio 4 on July 24, the editor of the programme 
apologised for a report which said that the Greens had finished fourth. 

The complainant responded on 4 September 2009 saying he was  

“astonished by the judgement and ‘evidence’ used to exclude UKIP from most of 
the coverage of the by-election” 

The complainant described as “bordering upon the ludicrous” the ICM Poll which showed 
the level of support for UKIP at 4%: 

“bearing in mind UKIP’s June EU election results. It should have set alarm bell [sic] 
ringing, unless the BBC was looking for an excuse to exclude UKIP” 

The complainant wrote to the BBC Chairman, also on 4 September 2009, saying he was 
“genuinely taken aback by the poor justification” in the letter from BBC Information and 
asked for some reassurance that the exclusion of UKIP was not part of a pattern. 

BBC Information replied on 14 September 2009 advising the complainant to address any 
further comments to the Director of BBC News. 

Stage 2 

The complainant wrote to the Director of BBC News on 24 September 2009. He said the 
main issue was: 

“the decision of the Chief Advisor Political [sic], to exclude UKIP from coverage, 
which is not justified by sensible analysis of election results.” 

He also asked for more information about the ICM phone poll. 

He concluded that the BBC coverage of UKIP: 

“was not in line with public opinion, but the switching of the Green and UKIP 
results is inexcusable and I believe deliberate. Dimbleby’s1 and Mardell’s deliberate 
slurs are not accidental because they are so unprofessional.” 

The complainant also sent a copy of his letter to the Chairman of the BBC Trust on 24 
September 2009. It was acknowledged by the Trust Unit.  

The Director of BBC News responded on 19 October 2009 advising that she had 
forwarded his letter to the Head of Accountability for BBC News. 

The Head of Accountability for BBC News responded on 23 October 2009. She said the 
advice of the Chief Adviser, Politics had not been to exclude UKIP from coverage and 
quoted directly from the advice (a copy of which had been included in the stage 1 reply 
on 31 August): 

“UKIP have also demonstrated a level of electoral support in the constituency 
sufficient to receive some coverage, in proportion to the main parties…” 

                                                
1 The appeal considered by the ESC does not include the complaint concerning comments made by Jonathan Dimbleby in 

an edition of Any Questions? This is due to the fact that this element of the complaint had not received a stage 2 response 

and was therefore referred back to BBC Management for a full response. 
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The Head of Accountability also quoted from the same letter the response that had been 
provided by the Chief Adviser, Politics with regard to UKIP’s exclusion from the hustings 
debate. 

In relation to the ICM poll, the Head of Accountability explained that it was not 
commissioned by the BBC, but by a third party and was considered “sufficiently robust” 
for a single constituency. She said: 

“in making the calculation about coverage of the by-election, the ICM survey was 
taken into account and given appropriate weight – i.e. some, but not much. Our 
approach is to look at available evidence: this was a valid if very early, poll 
specifically of the constituency. It was therefore legitimate to consider it as a 
factor, albeit a small one.” 

In relation to the error in the reporting of UKIP’s vote on the Radio 4 18.00 news bulletin 
of 24 July 2009, she stated: 

“UKIP’s performance was not the centrepiece of the story, of course, but it 
certainly should have been mentioned; the fact that it was not was an error and 
lessons have been learned... a second report by James Landale during the same 
1800 and 2400 bulletins did mention the votes for UKIP and the Greens.” 

The Head of Accountability said that overall radio and TV programmes on the day of the 
by-election result: 

“made the point at reasonable length that UKIP had done better than the Greens.” 

Finally the letter addressed the comment describing the UKIP as “the BNP in blazers”, 
contained in an essay by the then Europe Editor, Mark Mardell, on the Today programme 
on 30 May. 

The Head of Accountability included in her reply to the complainant, the programme’s 
response to complaints which were received at the time of broadcast. The Today 
programme said the aim of the essay had been to examine the impact of UKIP since the 
last European elections, and it included reflecting criticisms about the party’s policies. The 
essay was followed by an interview with the then leader of UKIP, Nigel Farage, who 
dismissed the “BNP in blazers” quote. The most relevant section of the programme’s 
response is quoted here: 

“it is fair to say that Mark Mardell did offer some analysis of his own. As the BBC’s 
Europe Editor that was part of his job… if a party is involved in a struggle with a 
far right faction within its own party (… factually the case according to the party 
itself) then it seems reasonable to suggest that at least some of UKIP’s members 
must be sympathetic to such views.” 

“this was not a stand-alone piece. It was designed to set up an interview with the 
party leaders. Nigel Farage was given plenty of opportunity to make his case.” 

“it is not our job to help politicians to promote their message. We must ask the 
difficult questions. UKIP’s views on Europe … are well known. We wanted instead 
to test the party on its record and against the views of what others said about 
them.” 

The Head of Accountability concluded by saying that it was legitimate to report the 
criticism: 

“the context was clear and Nigel Farage had the opportunity to hear it, counter it 
and put his case, so that audiences could form their own judgements.” 
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The complainant was advised of his right to take his complaint on appeal to the BBC 
Trust. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant appealed to the BBC Trust on 29 October 2009. He said that the Head of 
Accountability had failed to explain how the decision on the level of UKIP coverage was 
arrived at: 

“Her quote from the Chief Advisor Politics, ducks the issue of how much coverage 
UKIP should receive, and his judgement cannot be justified by the level of support 
for UKIP, when it received just 180 votes less than the Greens in the previous 
General Election, by the more recent EU election results, and growing public 
support from opinion polls, other than the bizarre ICM survey which the BBC used 
to make its decision. There is simply no evidence that I have seen which justifies 
the virtual exclusion of UKIP.” 

The appeal also asked for evidence for the claim that there was a struggle with the far 
right taking place within UKIP (cited in the finding in relation to the “BNP in blazers” 
comment in the Today programme essay): 

“I have been in UKIP for over 10 years and have never heard of a right wing 
faction… As far as I am concerned, Mardell’s comment was a disgracefully 
deliberate attempt to adversely affect UKIP’s vote.” 

 

2. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction  

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction  

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
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controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on 
current affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting. 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply.  

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects.  

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality.  

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters.  

• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 

Achieving impartiality 

Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as "due impartiality". It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

Controversial subjects 

In the United Kingdom controversial subjects are issues of significance for the whole of 
the country, such as elections, or highly contentious new legislation on the eve of a crucial 
Commons vote, or a UK wide public sector strike. 

In the global context, some controversial subjects such as national elections or 
referendums will obviously have varying degrees of global significance but will be of great 
sensitivity in that country or region in which they are taking place. We should always 
remember that much of the BBC's output is now available in most countries across the 
world. 

We must ensure a wide range of significant views and perspectives are given due weight 
in the period during which a controversial subject is active. Opinion should be clearly 
distinguished from fact. When the issues involved are highly controversial and/or a 
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decisive moment in the controversy is expected we will sometimes need to ensure that all 
of the main views are reflected in our output. This may mean featuring them in a single 
programme, or even a single item. 

 

Section 10 – Politics and Public Policy 

Introduction 

The principles relating to our political impartiality are set out in the BBC's Charter and 
Agreement and are central to our coverage of politics. Over time we must aim to give due 
prominence to all the main strands of argument and to all the main parties. Although the 
government of the day will often be the primary source of news, the voices and opinions 
of opposition parties must also be routinely aired and challenged. 

Principles of political impartiality 

• We must treat matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy with 
due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and other output.  

• We must not express an opinion on current affairs or matters of public policy 
other than broadcasting.  

• We must not campaign, or allow ourselves to be used to campaign.  

• Chief Adviser, Politics advises on all matters in this section of the guidelines. 

Broadcasting during elections 

Our commitment to impartiality and fairness is under intense scrutiny when we report 
election campaigns. All political parties will seek to influence editorial decisions. Content 
producers should take all complaints seriously and be aware that anything they say may 
be construed as “BBC policy”. We should explain that general complaints or allegations of 
bias must always be dealt with at a higher level, and refer them accordingly. 

We should make, and be able to defend, our editorial decisions on the basis that they are 
reasonable and carefully and impartially reached. To achieve this we must ensure that: 

• news judgments continue to drive editorial decision-making in news based 
programmes.  

• news judgments at election time are made within a framework of democratic 
debate which ensures that due weight is given to hearing the views and 
examining and challenging the policies of all parties. Significant minor parties 
should also receive some network coverage during the campaign.  

• they are aware of the different political structures in the four nations of the 
United Kingdom and that they are reflected in the election coverage of each 
nation. Programmes shown across the UK should also take this into account.  

The way in which due accuracy and impartiality is achieved between parties will vary. It 
may be done in a single item, a single programme, a series of programmes or over the 
course of the campaign as a whole. But content producers must take responsibility for 
achieving due accuracy and impartiality in their own output and not rely on other BBC 
services to redress any imbalance for them. 

Reporting UK election & referendum campaigns* 

The BBC is required by law to adopt a code of practice at each election to 
govern the participation of candidates in each constituency or electoral area. 
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Before drawing up a code the BBC is required to “have regard to any views 
expressed by the Electoral Commission”. 

Election and referendum guidelines will be agreed by the Board of Governors and issued 
by the Chief Adviser, Politics before each election or referendum. 

On polling day the BBC, in common with other broadcasters, will cease to report 
campaigns from 06.00 and until the polls close. We will restrict our coverage to factual 
accounts, for example, of the level of the poll, politicians' appearances at polling stations 
and the weather to ensure that while the polls are open nothing in our output can be 
construed as influencing the ballot. 

*An election code of practice was issued by the Chief Adviser, Politics and was 
in place for the by-election at Norwich North. 

 

3. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the complainant and BBC News. 

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
Accuracy, Impartiality and Politics and Public Policy.  

The appeal was also considered on the basis that the terms of reference for the Editorial 
Standards Committee require it to consider appeals against the actions and decisions of a 
BBC Director in dealing with an editorial complaint that falls outside the remit of the BBC’s 
Editorial Complaints Unit and includes evidence to suggest a serious breach of editorial 
standards. 

The complainant believed that the guidance issued to BBC programme makers by their 
Chief Adviser, Politics in relation to coverage of the Norwich North by-election was flawed 
and did not accord sufficient weight to the United Kingdom Independence Party. In 
particular he believed that a debate programme among four of the candidates, but not 
including the UKIP candidate (the hustings programme on BBC Look East), was broadcast 
contrary to the BBC guidelines. 

He further believed that the response by BBC Information and then by BBC News did not 
answer his questions or address his concerns.  

The complainant also complained about a phrase used by the BBC’s then Europe Editori n 
the run-up to the European Election in June 2009, which he believed was intended to 
adversely affect the UKIP vote. The complainant also argued that the BBC News response 
to this, which made reference to a right-wing faction within UKIP, had no basis in fact. 

The complainant’s appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee was framed by his 
explanation that he believed that the BBC was out of step with the majority feeling in 
Britain, which was firmly anti-EU and that the BBC was following its own political agenda. 

• Chief Adviser, Politics’ guidance on coverage of UKIP during by-election coverage of 
Norwich North 

The Committee began by scrutinising the editorial guidance which was issued to 
programme makers when the Norwich North by-election was called. It noted that the 
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issuing of the advice was standard practice when elections were called and that its 
purpose was to advise production staff on the broad proportions of coverage which should 
be accorded to each party, based on previous elections. The advice on this occasion was 
that the three largest parties – Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrats – should 
receive equal weight and that on this occasion the Green Party merited broadly equal 
treatment. It further advised that UKIP had also demonstrated a level of electoral support 
in the constituency sufficient to receive some coverage, in proportion to the main parties. 

The complainant believed that based on both the 2005 General Election result and the 
recently concluded European Election results, UKIP merited an equal level of coverage to 
the Green Party.  

The Committee noted the detailed reasoning supplied to it by the Chief Adviser, Politics as 
to how he had arrived at the general proportion of coverage of the parties in his guidance 
note. This had included extrapolating the support that UKIP had recently received in those 
areas of the larger European constituency which made up the smaller Westminster 
constituency, as well as assessing UKIP’s support in recent local elections in that 
constituency. The Committee noted the various results: 

The result from the European Election on 4 June 2009 broken down by the two local 
authorities within the constituency:  

 

 Norwich City Broadland 

 

Cons 17.5 36 

Lab 17 10.5 

Lib Dem 15 16 

UKIP 12 25 

Green 25 11.5 

BNP 4.5 6 

 

From the county council elections on 4 June 20092: 

 

Cons 40 

Lab 18.5 

Lib Dem 16.5 

Green 16 
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UKIP 8 (did not stand in all wards) 

BNP 1 

The guidance also took into account the previous General Election result, and an ICM poll 
of voting intentions in the constituency which had been carried out shortly before the writ 
had been moved for the by-election. The Committee also noted these results:  

 

2005 General Election: 

 

Lab 21,097 44.9 % 

Con 15,638  33.2 % 

Lib Dem 7,616 16.2 % 

Green 1,252  2.7 % 

UKIP 1,112 2.6% 

 

ICM telephone poll on the eve of the by-election campaign3: 

 

Con 34% 

Lab 30% 

Lib Dem 15% 

Green 14%  

UKIP 4% 

 

The Committee noted the complainant’s concern that in the 2005 General Election, UKIP 
had polled only 140 votes fewer than the Green Party – a percentage difference of 0.1%. 
But it also noted that this was only one of the factors involved in arriving at the proportion 
of the parties’ coverage in the guidance note. In assessing the various previous voting 
figures that had been used to arrive at the levels of coverage, the Committee noted that 
there was an element of judgment that also had to be applied. The Committee stressed it 

                                                
2 The analysis is more complex because of the overlapping boundaries. However, a study carried out by the Eastern Daily 

Press early in the campaign set out the (rounded) approximation of percentage share of the vote in the local elections 

within the Norwich North constituency 
 3 The poll was commissioned on behalf of UCU (the university/college trade union) and conducted on a sample of 500 
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was important to remember that this process could not predict outcome, but had to rely 
on a broad range of evidence from past voting patterns.  

The Committee then examined a further point that the complainant had raised when he 
objected to the decision to include the ICM poll of voting intentions in the constituency. 
The poll had suggested that UKIP would receive a level of support of 4% which the 
complainant believed was “bordering on the ludicrous”, which he believed “should have 
set alarm bells ringing”. 

The BBC’s response to this had been to stress that: 

“whilst being careful not to give undue weight to this survey in respect of levels of 
support in Norwich North, it should be recognised that ICM are highly reputable 
and the sample size, whilst not large, is considered sufficiently robust for a single 
constituency.” 

“the poll did appear to provide some evidence of levels of electoral support 
consistent with the evidence of real voting in the local elections, which, normally, 
are more closely in line with Westminster than European elections. So in making 
the calculation about coverage of the by-election, the ICM survey was taken into 
account and given appropriate weight.” 

The Committee concluded that it had been fair to have included this poll among the 
considerations that went into framing the advice note, and accepted the subsequent 
explanation from the Head of Accountability that “appropriate weight – i.e. some, but not 
much” had been given to this information.  

The Committee also accepted the view of the BBC that the advice note was intended to 
suggest the minimum levels of coverage that were required, and that programme makers 
were also encouraged to use their own judgments whilst adhering to the published 
guidelines on politics and public policy. These stipulate that the BBC should  

“make, and be able to defend, our editorial decisions on the basis that they are 
reasonable and carefully and impartially reached. To achieve this we must ensure 
that: 

• news judgments continue to drive editorial decision-making in news based 
programmes.  

• news judgments at election time are made within a framework of democratic 
debate which ensures that due weight is given to hearing the views and 
examining and challenging the policies of all parties. Significant minor parties 
should also receive some network coverage during the campaign.  

The way in which due accuracy and impartiality is achieved between parties will 
vary. It may be done in a single item, a single programme, a series of programmes 
or over the course of the campaign as a whole.”  

The Committee concluded that, in relation to the complainant’s first point that the advice 
note was flawed, it was satisfied that due consideration had been taken of the BBC’s 
responsibilities as laid down by the guidelines. The advice note had been evidence-based 
and reasonable. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

• The hustings programme and exclusion from coverage 

The Committee then turned to the complainant’s second point, namely that the effect of 
the advice note had been to “exclude UKIP from coverage”. The complainant had referred 
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in particular to a hustings debate programme which had been broadcast in the BBC East 
region on local television and radio, and online. The complainant believed that inviting the 
Labour, Conservative, Liberal Democrat and Green candidates, but not the UKIP 
candidate, demonstrated that the BBC was biased against his party. 

The Committee viewed the programme and noted that apart from the studio panellists 
involved in the debate, there were short extracts from other candidates from the smaller 
parties. Each of those candidates had been given some twenty seconds to make a 
statement – except for the UKIP candidate, where over one and a half minutes had been 
given to a short report on their campaign. This had included interviews with both the 
candidate and the party leader Nigel Farage. 

The Committee concluded that the programme had followed the advice given by Chief 
Adviser, Politics and made a distinction between the candidature of UKIP and the other 
smaller parties by including this report. The Committee noted what the Chief Adviser, 
Politics had said with regard to the representation of the parties on the hustings 
programme: 

“Within the advice given to the programme-makers, there was justification for 
them to take the view either that it should include just the three main parties plus 
the Greens – or those four parties plus UKIP. 

“Either way, the programme would include some coverage of the parties excluded 
from the main debate, for instance, by short filmed manifestos. That judgment lies 
with the programme-maker, taking account of the format of the programme, the 
time available, the issues which have arisen during the campaign.” 

The Committee noted that UKIP had been given considerably greater time than the other 
smaller parties, and that it was the only party of all those standing whose leader had been 
allowed an appearance in this programme. In this – as opposed to those participating in 
the debate – his views had been unchallenged. The Committee was therefore satisfied 
that the programme had not breached the guidelines on politics and public policy. The 
programme had been duly impartial and in accordance with BBC policy. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

• Impartiality of coverage 

The Committee also assessed the coverage throughout the campaign in order to test 
whether the programme teams had reasonably interpreted the advice note from Chief 
Adviser, Politics. A sample of output on the local TV news programme Look East had been 
viewed. The Committee noted that on one occasion, a lengthy report almost exclusively 
devoted to the UKIP campaign and policies had been broadcast, and that on both the 
opening report of the campaign and in an update some days into the campaign, UKIP’s 
position had been given equal footing to that of the Lib Dems and the Green Party. The 
Committee concluded that overall both the BBC Guidelines and the specific guidance note 
had been followed.  

• Today, 30 May 2009 

The Committee then considered the complainant’s concerns about a phrase used by the 
BBC’s then Europe Editor. The complainant believed that the use of the phrase “BNP in 
blazers” by the correspondent was “clearly untrue and clearly intended to adversely affect 
the UKIP vote”. The BBC News response to this complaint was made with reference to the 
specific use of the phrase on the Today programme broadcast on 30 May 2009, in the 
run-up to the June 2009 European elections. The complainant appealed to the Trust with 
regard to the BBC News response. 
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The Committee noted the context in which the phrase had been used. The correspondent, 
Mark Mardell, had said of UKIP that: 

“Nigel Farage has dismissed the idea that they’re the BNP in blazers”  

This item had been one of a number of essays covering all the main parties participating 
in the European elections. 

The Committee was made aware that this was a phrase that had often been used by 
opponents when describing the party, and that its leader was on record on a number of 
occasions as having used the phrase in order to reject it. The Committee noted that the 
phrase had been in use for at least five years and had been quoted in articles in The 
Observer, The Times and The Independent as long ago as 2004.  

The Committee also agreed that it was necessary to take the correspondent’s item in 
conjunction with the interview which followed it. In this, presenter John Humphrys had 
put the quote directly to Nigel Farage who described it as “ludicrous”. The Committee 
noted that it had been a robust interview in which the UKIP leader had been given the 
opportunity to challenge assumptions about the party and argue his case.  

The Committee believed that the phrase used in this context was acceptable and – in the 
context of putting criticism in the public domain into a political report and providing an 
opportunity for rebuttal by the leader of UKIP – was duly accurate. Taken together with 
the studio interview that followed in which the UKIP leader had been provided with an 
opportunity to respond, the sequence had been duly impartial. As such, the Committee 
was satisfied that the report did not breach editorial standards. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

• Six O’Clock News, BBC Radio 4, 24 July 2009 

The Committee then noted that the complainant had originally complained about an item 
on the BBC Radio 4 Six O’Clock News on the day after the Norwich by-election in which 
the reporter had wrongly said that the Green Party had come fourth. The Committee 
noted that in fact UKIP had ended in fourth place, ahead of the Green Party in fifth. The 
Committee noted that the BBC, in its initial reply to the complainant, had acknowledged 
the error and apologised for this. The Committee was satisfied that the BBC had admitted 
its mistake and that its response had been appropriate. The Committee considered the 
issue had been resolved and that no further action was required. 

• Complaints handling (regarding reasoning supplied by BBC News regarding Today 30 
May 2009) 

The Committee then addressed complaints handling and the complainant’s concern with 
one part of the reasoning supplied to him by the BBC for its justification of the item on 
the Today programme. 

The Committee noted that in BBC News’ substantive response to the complainant, it had 
laid out some of the background to the editorial thinking behind the report and had 
referred to difficulties within UKIP stating: 

“If a party is involved in a struggle with a far right faction within its own party 
(again factually the case according to the party itself) then it seems reasonable to 
suggest that at least some of UKIP's members must be sympathetic to such 
views.” 

 The complainant wrote to the Committee saying that as a party member for 10 years he 
had never heard of a right wing faction. 
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The complainant added:  

“I therefore want to know where is the evidence of a right wing faction, and the 
claimed struggle?”  

The Committee assessed evidence of dissent within UKIP, and events where the party 
leadership had taken action against some of its members. It noted that the website of the 
party leader Nigel Farage had itself reported the expulsion of a member and his concern 
that others had moved to establish a linkage with the British National Party. The 
Committee also noted that on the same day as that website posting, Nigel Farage had told 
the BBC that there had been attempts over many months to infiltrate the party and 
demoralise the members into believing that there was no future without a tie-up with the 
BNP. He was quoted as saying: 

“We had worked out who those people were, that had infiltrated UKIP”  

He had gone on to say that he believed that more members would leave as a result of 
leadership action.  

The Committee noted a number of other quoted references by the party leadership to a 
small number of people within the party about whom they had some concerns. 

The Committee took the view that since the party itself had been open about attempts to 
infiltrate it, it was acceptable for BBC News to make reference to this in its reply to the 
complainant in the course of defending the output. This had been appropriate reasoning. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

• General bias 

Finally, the Committee noted that the complainant had, in addition to specific points about 
the BBC, made a number of claims that there had been systemic bias against the party 
over a period of time and that this was a breach of the BBC’s Charter obligations. The 
complainant had also suggested that the BBC was part of a campaign to support the 
European Union which was supported and encouraged by senior management. 

The Committee concluded that the complainant had supplied no evidence to back the 
general assertion of bias either against UKIP, or in favour of the European Union, and that 
it was consequently unable to address these wider points.  

Finding: In part not upheld and in part resolved. 
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The Big Questions, BBC One, 13 September 2009  
1. The background 

The Big Questions is a topical debating programme with a panel of guests and a studio 
audience. The subject of debate on 13 September 2009 was “Does Islam encourage 
violence?”. During the debate one of the panel members, Douglas Murray, Director, Centre 
for Social Cohesion, said: 

“the fact is that Muhammad himself was a warrior. He beheaded prisoners; he 
himself was a very violent man … we cannot ignore the violence of Islam’s tenets, 
of the faith itself”. 

 

2. The complaint  

Stage 1 

The complainant contacted the BBC on 13 September 2009. He said that a panellist on 
the Big Questions discussion programme had made: 

“extremely unjustified statements against the Prophet of Islam that are 
tantamount to inciting hatred.” 

BBC Information replied on 16 September 2009 acknowledging the complainant’s 
concerns but pointing out: 

“The Big Questions is an open debate programme in which we aim to reflect 
differing opinions and we’re not responsible for nor do we support any guest’s 
personal views or opinions.” 

“I can assure you we don’t seek to denigrate any view, nor to promote any view. 
We seek rather to identify all significant views, and to test them rigorously and 
fairly on behalf of the audience.” 

The complainant replied the same day saying he found the response “completely 
unsatisfactory”. He said his objection was to a specific panellist, Douglas Murray of the 
Centre for Social Cohesion. He argued that as a panellist rather than a member of the 
audience the BBC should exercise a “modicum of censorship”, and the panellist should not 
take advantage of his position to express biased views, “especially those views that are 
certain to incite hatred”. The complainant asked why, given his views, the panellist 
Douglas Murray was: 

“allowed as one of the chief panellists?” 

BBC Information acknowledged the complaint on 19 September 2009, and responded in 
full on 2 October 2009. The reply said that the programme had been reviewed and the 
writer of the reply had raised the complainant’s concerns with the producers of the 
programme. The reply noted that three separate contributors had directly challenged 
Douglas Murray’s comments about the violent nature of Islam and of the Prophet 
Muhammad. BBC Information concluded: 

“Although you may disagree with the views of Douglas Murray the programme 
makers felt he was entitled to make them, given the nature of the debate. 
However, Douglas certainly wasn’t given free rein to express his views without 
challenge...” 

The complainant was advised of his right to take the issue further by writing to the 
Editorial Complaints Unit. 
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Stage 2 

The complainant wrote to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 9 October 2009. He said 
that he was not against open debates, but felt that “a modicum of decency and 
sensitivity” was required and that no one should be allowed: 

“to incite hatred by openly allowing them to wrongfully assassinate the character 
of a revered personality belonging to any faith or creed.” 

The complainant continued: 

“The language used has to be an expression of reason and logic based on truth, 
not on hearsay.” 

The complainant believed that Mr Murray should not have been a panellist given his 
known views about Islam and the Prophet Muhammad. The fact that his views were 
challenged did not vindicate his tirade against the Prophet who is revered amongst the 
Muslim community. 

The ECU replied on 19 October 2009. The reply summarised the complaint and the 
relevant BBC Editorial Guidelines relating to Harm and Offence, and Impartiality and 
Diversity of Opinion.  

The ECU wrote to the complainant on 9 November 2009 outlining its finding. The ECU did 
not uphold the complaint. The finding set out the key section of Mr Murray’s comments 
where he compared the historic roots of Islam with Christianity. The ECU noted what Mr 
Murray said: 

Douglas Murray: 

But Muhammad when he invented Islam also gave an example to Muslims. Now 
we are very fortunate of course that most Muslims don’t follow that example, are 
unaware of that example, but the fact is that Muhammad himself was a warrior. 
He beheaded prisoners; he himself was a very violent man (audience applause). 
Now I’m not saying… Many people who are Muslims and many of my Muslim 
friends and colleagues and so on realise that Islam gives you, like all religions, a 
guide to life but we cannot ignore the violence of Islam’s tenets, of the faith itself. 

The ECU noted that the topic of the debate was “Does Islam encourage violence?” and, as 
such, the audience would have expected that there would be a range of different views 
and that the debate would likely be “opinionated, robust and even strident”. 

The ECU also noted that the range of contributors on the panel and in the “front row” 
ensured that a wide range of views were heard and that comments by contributors were 
open to challenge. 

The ECU reply acknowledged only a basic understanding of the subject matter, but 
suggested that there was some evidence to support the argument that Muhammad had 
resorted to violence at times and may have beheaded prisoners. 

The ECU reply noted that the guidelines on impartiality state that it can be acceptable to 
interview people whose views may cause serious offence, provided there is a clear public 
interest and providing that contentious views are rigorously tested. The reply stated that 
within: 

“a debate about whether Islam encourages violence, it was reasonable to include 
the views of those who may agree with that premise.” 
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The ECU also noted that the guidelines on Harm and Offence recognised that on occasion 
it is acceptable to broadcast material which risks offending some members of the 
audience, so long as there is a clear editorial purpose. The reply noted that: 

“In this case, it seems … that it was editorially justified to include a contributor 
such as Mr Murray to reflect the wide range of views pertinent to the matter under 
debate … based on the reaction of the other guests, it does not seem as if what 
he said went so far beyond generally accepted standards as to be unacceptable.” 

The reply also noted that the BBC did not appear to have received any other complaints 
about the comments, which suggested that any offence caused was not widespread. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant appealed to the BBC Trust on 18 December 2009. The complainant 
stated that he was not satisfied with the ECU’s decision. In particular, he said that: 

• “[the ECU] has failed to grasp the gist of my complaint which focussed on the 
ill-considered decision of the BBC to have Douglas Murray as a panellist, which 
gave him and his views unjustifiable credence” 

• he had no problem with Mr Murray expressing his view as a member of the 
audience but was unhappy that he was invited as a “panellist”, thus giving him 
“centre stage status” 

• the Muslims on the programme who were there to defend their beliefs were 
“weak in their defence” and that the number of Muslims in the audience was 
not in any way proportionate “to the overall figure” given that the programme 
“put Islam almost on trial” 

• he questioned how the investigation could be fair if the person in charge was 
“not entirely familiar with the facts of history of the subject matter he is 
dealing with?” (The complainant’s emphasis) 

• “this [was] not a numbers game” with regard to the ECU reference to the 
number of complaints received about this issue. The complainant pointed out 
that “quality always supersedes quantity” and asked “Does any offence have to 
be reported by a specific number of people before it is considered to be a bona 
fide complaint?” 

• the BBC should apologise for the hurt caused 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC’s commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output … and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

We exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any point on 
the spectrum of debate, as long as there are good editorial reasons for doing so. 

We must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an interview 
whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our questions. 

Achieving impartiality 
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Impartiality is described in the Agreement accompanying the BBC Charter as “due 
impartiality”. It requires us to be fair and open minded when examining the evidence and 
weighing all the material facts, as well as being objective and even handed in our 
approach to a subject. It does not require the representation of every argument or facet 
of every argument on every occasion or an equal division of time for each view. 

 

Section 8 – Harm and Offence  

Introduction 

The BBC aims to reflect the world as it is, including all aspects of the human experience 
and the realities of the natural world. In doing so, we balance our right to broadcast and 
publish innovative and challenging content appropriate to each of our services with our 
responsibility to protect the vulnerable. 

When we broadcast or publish challenging material which risks offending some of our 
audience we must always be able to demonstrate a clear editorial purpose. Such material 
may include, but is not limited to, offensive language, humiliation, sexual violence and 
discriminatory treatment. We must be sensitive to audience expectations, particularly in 
relation to the protection of children, as well as clearly signposting the material. 

 

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision, the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including, but not limited to, the Editorial Adviser’s report, subsequent submissions from 
the complainant and the Executive Producer. 

This appeal raises issues requiring consideration of Section 4 of the BBC Editorial 
Guidelines on Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion and Section 8 on Harm and Offence. 

Harm and Offence 

The Committee noted that the BBC had to balance its right to broadcast and publish 
innovative and challenging content appropriate to each of its services, and its 
responsibility to protect the vulnerable. 

The Committee also noted that when the BBC broadcasts challenging material which risks 
offending some of the audience it must always be able to demonstrate a clear editorial 
purpose. The BBC must also be sensitive to audience expectations, particularly in relation 
to the protection of children, as well as clearly signposting challenging material to ensure 
that the audience has enough information on which to judge whether the content is 
suitable for themselves or their children. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had been offended by a comment made by 
Douglas Murray, Director of the Centre for Social Cohesion during the debate “Does Islam 
encourage violence?”. The comment made by Mr Murray was as follows: 

“…the fact is that Muhammad himself was a warrior. He beheaded prisoners; he 
himself was a very violent man… Many people who are Muslims and many of my 
Muslim friends and colleagues and so on realise that Islam gives you, like all 
religions, a guide to life but we cannot ignore the violence of Islam’s tenets, of the 
faith itself.” 
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The Committee first considered whether the content was challenging in the context of the 
Editorial Guidelines, i.e. that the comment may have risked offending some of the 
audience. In doing so, the Committee first noted the purpose of The Big Questions 
programme which was described on the BBC website as being “a series of moral, ethical 
and religious debates”, before considering the comment in question.  

The Committee concluded, having noted the purpose of the programme and having 
listened to the relevant comment, that it could be considered as challenging and risked 
offending some of the audience.  

The Committee then considered whether there was clear editorial purpose for the 
broadcast of this material. In reaching its conclusion the Committee considered the fact 
that the Executive Producer had stated that there should be a topical theme to the 
debates and at least one of the topics being debated in a particular week should be in the 
news that week. The Committee noted that this particular debate was broadcast in the 
same week as the eighth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks and the day before three men 
were due to be sentenced for plotting to blow up airplanes. The Committee noted that 
this was made clear by the host, Nicky Campbell in his introduction to the debate. 

Nicky Campbell:  

Good morning, I’m Nicky Campbell, welcome to The Big Questions. Great to see 
you. Tomorrow three Muslim terrorists will be sentenced for plotting to blow up 
seven trans-Atlantic planes. Who knows how many innocent people would have 
been killed? Our first big question, does Islam encourage violence? This MP says 
Islamic extremism has a real problem with violent adherents. 

The Committee also noted the debate leading up to the comment by Mr Murray in which 
the presenter debated the issue in question with Farooq Siddique of the Bristol Muslim 
Cultural Society. The Committee noted what was said in that opening section of the 
debate: 

Nicky Campbell (NC): 

Farooq from the Bristol Muslim Cultural Society, we hear all the time that Islam is a 
religion of peace. What is it in the faith that encourages some of its adherents to 
think that they have got a licence to kill? 

Farooq Siddique (FS):  

Nothing, it’s ignorance, I mean it’s nothing to do with the faith at all. It’s the fact 
that the West is in Muslim countries at the moment bombing the living daylights 
out of innocent people and that is inspiring these people. It’s giving them a cause, 
it’s giving them a reason to rebel. 

NC:  

So it’s totally politics? 

FS:  

Much of it is to do with politics. That’s where the trigger point – that’s where the 
crisis point, umm, and if we continue to associate Islam, and say Islam is a just 
cause here, Islam is a justifying factor, then we’re way off the mark. We will not be 
able to tackle the issue. 

NC:  
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But Farooq, have they, haven’t they got plenty to go on in the scriptures? I mean it 
would be kind of difficult to launch a jihad for Jesus wouldn’t it if you looked at the 
New Testament? 

FS:  

Well no actually, you can look at a Christian army in Africa doing exactly the same 
thing. 

NC:  

But that was maybe politics. Can I quote… 

FS:  

So was this. 

NC:  

OK. Haven’t they got some justification when they read things in the Quran which 
says ‘I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve, therefore strike off 
their heads and strike off every fingertip of them’? I mean it’s not exactly love thy 
neighbour is it? 

FS:  

No, that particular verse isn’t, but that’s not a general Islamic quote. That’s a 
specific quote to a specific point in a specific time in a specific…. Muslims were 
outcast, exiled, left their homes for nine years. They were persecuted for nine 
years. Found sanctuary in a new homeland, were migrated, an exodus from 
Mecca, migrated. Still, still the enemies of Islam came to them and wanted to wipe 
them out. At that point, there is a point in Islam where, Islam is not a pacifist 
religion by any stretch I agree, but there is a point, you continue to turn the other 
cheek, yes that’s a continuation of the same message Jesus brought, turn the 
other cheek up to a point. You cannot just stand by and watch evil spread 
throughout the land and do nothing about it. 

The Committee concluded that given the clear signposting by the presenter of the topic 
being debated, which was mentioned at the beginning of the programme, and the general 
outline of the discussion which the presenter had already had with Mr Siddique, it was 
reasonable to include within the debate views that supported the question being posed. 
The Committee was satisfied that the nature of the debate meant it was likely that some 
views would be considered challenging and offensive to some of the audience, but that 
there was a clear editorial justification for the inclusion of those comments to ensure a 
rounded debate on an issue that was topical, given the timing of the discussion, close to 
the anniversary of 9/11, and the news story of the three men convicted of terrorist 
activities.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the purpose of the debate and the comments 
by Mr Murray did not breach editorial standards relating to Harm and Offence.  

Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

The Committee noted that the BBC strives to reflect a wide range of opinion and explore a 
range and conflict of views so that no significant strand of thought is knowingly un-
reflected or under represented. It also noted that the BBC exercises its editorial freedom 
to produce content about any subject, at any point on the spectrum of debate as long as 
there are good editorial reasons for doing so. 
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The Committee noted that the Guidelines require that Impartiality must be adequate and 
appropriate to the BBC’s output. The BBC’s approach to achieving it will therefore vary 
according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely audience expectation 
and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to its audiences. 

The Committee also noted that Impartiality is described in the Agreement accompanying 
the BBC Charter as “due impartiality”. It requires the BBC to be fair and open minded 
when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as well as being 
objective and even handed in its approach to a subject. 

The Guidelines state the following in relation to controversial subjects: 

“In the United Kingdom, controversial subjects are issues of significance for the 
whole of the country, such as elections, or highly contentious new legislation on 
the eve of a crucial Commons vote, or a UK wide public sector strike. In the 
nations and regions of the UK, controversial subjects are those which have 
considerable impact in the nation or region. They include political or industrial 
issues or events which are the subject of intense debate or relate to a policy under 
discussion or already decided by local government.” 

The Committee concluded that having considered the Editorial Guideline definition of what 
constituted a controversial subject it was satisfied that the subject of the debate while 
topical, given the proximity to the anniversary of 9/11 and the conviction of three people 
on terrorist charges, did not concern highly contentious new legislation or consider 
specific public or government policy on the issue being discussed. The Committee was 
therefore satisfied that the issue was not “controversial”  as defined by the Editorial 
Guidelines and could be considered against the general principles of impartiality, that is 
whether the programme’s approach to impartiality had been adequate and appropriate.  

In doing so the Committee considered the following two issues raised by the complainant: 

• The composition of the audience and panel and the voice given to others to 
counter the views expressed by Mr Murray 

• The decision to invite Mr Murray to appear on the panel 

In reaching its conclusion, the Committee considered the nature of the programme 
outlined above and the fact that the introduction to the programme indicated the content 
and approach. 

The Committee also noted the comments from the Executive Producer in respect of the 
selection of panel members: 

“They are chosen for a number of reasons – the most important being that they 
should hold strong, informed views and be able to robustly join in debate on all 
topics under discussion.” 

The Committee also noted the responses of Mr Murray’s fellow panellist, Shaykh Ibrahim 
Mogra from the Muslim Council of Britain, who replied in support of Islam following Mr 
Murray’s comment. The Committee noted what was said: 

Ibrahim Mogra (IM):  

We can say that that interpretation is wrong. And I totally disagree with Douglas 
when he said what he said about the blessed messenger Muhammad. He was a 
man of peace, a billion people or more follow his example, we are what we are 
because of that… 

Nicky Campbell (NC):  
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He fought a lot of battles though didn’t he? 

IM:  

Of course… 

Douglas Murray (DM):  

That doesn’t make him a man of peace. 

IM:  

Which leader of any community that is a growing community, that is a community 
under attack from time to time, will not have to resort… 

DM:  

Jesus 

IM:  

… to a military campaign. Why do we not look at the fact that the verses of the 
Quran which are being misused by misguided Muslims, and we don’t deny that, 
they are Muslims, just as they are… we have had Christian people, we have had 
Jewish people, we have had all kinds of people who have misused their scripture 
to justify something. We need to shift the discussion… 

NC:  

Can I ask you one thing? 

IM:  

If I can just finish this point Nicky. Is it really the religion or is it the people who 
follow these religions who have political motives or that have criminal intent? 

The Committee also noted that other contributions to this discussion were made by, 
among others, Farooq Siddique; an MP; and a lecturer in Religion.  

The Committee concluded that the choice of Mr Murray for the panel had been 
appropriate given the panel members are expected to “hold strong, informed views” on 
the topic under discussion, and the fact that he was set against an individual, Ibrahim 
Mogra, who could set out the opposing viewpoint.  

The Committee was satisfied that the purpose of this kind of debate was not to stifle 
provocative or controversial comment but to ensure that any views aired were suitably 
responded to and addressed by either the presenter or other audience/panel members. As 
such, the Committee concluded that Mr Murray’s choice as a member of the panel and his 
contribution to the debate did not prevent impartiality from being achieved, given the 
response of his fellow panellist and other members of the audience who provided an 
opposite view to those expressed by Mr Murray in his comments (quoted above). 

 The Committee was therefore satisfied that when considering the debate as a whole, the 
BBC had achieved impartiality in a way that was adequate and appropriate to the output. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had referred to the ECU’s response at stage 2 
of the complaints process, which mentioned the number of complaints received on this 
subject. The Committee noted the ECU’s comment:  

“[The ECU] note that the BBC does not appear to have received any other 
complaints about Mr Murray’s comments, which might be taken to suggest that 
any offence that was caused was not widespread.” 
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The Committee then noted the complainant’s comment on this matter: 

“it seems that it is by the number of complaints received by the BBC that it judges 
whether to take a complaint seriously or not” 

The Committee is aware that it can be appropriate to note the number and type of 
complaints received in responding to a complaint or appeal. But in response to the 
question raised by the complainant the answer is that the BBC considers a complaint on 
its merits with the complaint being judged against the published or broadcast content and 
the appropriate guideline(s).  

Finding: Not upheld 
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News at Ten, BBC One, 10 June 2009 
1. The context  

This is a first party complaint and refers to an edition of the BBC News at Ten which 
carried a report by the BBC’s Home Editor, Mark Easton, and a related article on the BBC 
News website. 

The report explained that the Parliamentary rules allowed MPs to be paid to advise or help 
companies as long as they declared their connections every time they tabled a relevant 
question. The report referred to the complainant, David Amess MP, who was adviser to 
the Caravan Club. The report said the rules had been breached in that his connection to 
the Caravan Club had not been appropriately declared when tabling Parliamentary 
questions. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant, David Amess MP, emailed Sir Michael Lyons, the Chairman of the BBC 
Trust, on 10 June 2009. He said he was appalled at the story by Mark Easton, the BBC’s 
Home Editor, who had only advised him of the story in a telephone call the previous day. 
The complainant stated: 

“the story he has produced is an absolute travesty.” 

The complainant also stated that he had been misrepresented in the item because he had 
informed ministers of his interests before tabling questions: 

“I have in my hands the letters that I wrote to both Andy Burnham and Tessa 
Jowell where in the opening sentence I say ‘I am writing to you in my capacity as 
Parliamentary Adviser to the Caravan Club in regard to preparations for the 2012 
Olympic Games.’” 

Mr Amess asked for a retraction of the story currently running on the BBC website and an 
apology.   

The Chairman replied to Mr Amess on 11 June 2009 saying he had forwarded the 
message to the Director-General for a response from the BBC Executive. 

Ric Bailey, Chief Adviser, Politics replied. He said he had spoken with the Home Editor, 
Mark Easton, and looked at both the original version of the report and the version which 
was now running on the BBC website. 

Mr Bailey said the story was entirely about 

“tabling Parliamentary questions and the context was clear – that this was about 
Parliamentary procedure. There was no mention of any extra-Parliamentary 
contact with the Minister.” 

He said that the original website version which said 

“he did not declare his interest when writing to the Minister. 

had been clear in context, in that it referred to a written Parliamentary question 

Mr Bailey said: 
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“However, as soon as you raised this with Mark Easton, taking on board that you 
had read different meaning into the sentence he amended it to read: ‘But he did 
not declare his interest when putting down the written question to the minister’.” 

Mr Bailey concluded that this seemed to him an appropriate response and not one that 
warranted an apology. 

The Director of BBC News wrote to the complainant on 11 June 2009, noting that Ric 
Bailey had already responded adding: 

“Mark Easton … was looking at written questions tabled in the House of Commons 
and whether you had correctly registered your interest in the Caravan Club; even if 
the relevant ministers did know, the public would not have been alerted to your 
financial arrangements with the Caravan Club as the correct procedures had not 
been followed. 

“Following your phone call, Mark agreed to make a small amendment to his 
website article in the interests of clarity … But we do not think that the story is 
inaccurate and it therefore requires no apology.” 

The complainant was advised that if he wished to he could pursue his complaint further 
through the Editorial Complaints Unit. 

The complainant wrote to Sir Michael Lyons on 11 June 2009 advising him that he would 
be making a formal complaint. The letter was acknowledged by the Chairman on 30 June 
2009. 

Stage 2 

Mr Amess wrote to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 11 June 2009 and registered a 
formal complaint about the report on the News at Ten and the subsequent story on the 
website. 

The ECU replied on 17 June 2009 saying that it understood the complaint to be that: 

“… both reports gave an inaccurate and misleading impression that you had not 
declared a financial interest when tabling a number of written questions about 
caravans, and in particular a question to the Olympics Minister about provision for 
caravans at the 2012 Games.” 

The ECU wrote to the complainant on 7 July 2009. The television report was considered 
first. A full transcript was included. The ECU said the script stated clearly that: 

“the BBC had uncovered instances where MPs had failed to declare a financial 
interest when ‘they table a relevant question’ and that this raised ‘a potentially 
serious breach of Parliamentary rules’.” 

The ECU noted the complainant’s argument that the report: 

“did not make it clear that the relevant ministers were well aware of your 
relationship with the Caravan Club because you had declared it in other personal 
correspondence.” 

The report, said the ECU, was specifically about the rules governing formal Parliamentary 
questions: 

“... and so I don’t believe the fact that you may have declared your financial 
interests in separate, written correspondence with ministers was directly relevant 
to any potential breach of Parliamentary procedure.” 

The ECU said that the reporter maintained 
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“that at no stage prior to the broadcast did you inform him you had declared your 
interest in written letters to ministers…” 

The ECU said the reporter did not deliberately or knowingly fail to reflect the 
complainant’s explanation in full: the report was therefore neither inaccurate nor 
misleading. The ECU also reached the same conclusion in relation to the article on the 
website, noting that the reporter had amended his original version.    

The complainant was advised of his right of appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee 
of the BBC Trust. 

He wrote to the Chairman of the BBC Trust on 10 August 2009 saying the report was an 
attack on his integrity: 

“… any fair minded person would agree that my interest with the Caravan Club is 
known by Ministers and declared to them, is registered in the Members’ Interests 
and the failure of my office to tick a box, which was a genuine mistake, is then 
made a major news item, giving the impression that deception was involved.” 

The complainant wrote to Sir Michael Lyons again on 16 September 2009 saying he was 
unhappy about the outcome of his complaint. 

The Chairman responded on 29 September 2009. He said he understood that the 
complainant was not satisfied with the response he had received and still felt that he had 
been misrepresented. He was advised that the next step he could take would be to appeal 
to the Editorial Standards Committee of the BBC Trust.   

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant wrote to the BBC Trust on 15 October 2009 saying he planned to lodge 
an appeal. The Secretary to the ESC wrote to Mr Amess on 12 November 2009 explaining 
that under the complaints framework, an appeal had to be received within 20 working 
days of the final stage 2 correspondence. The complainant was advised that he was now 
significantly outside the appeal period and that if he still wished for his appeal to be 
considered he had until 25 November 2009 to make the request, and that he should 
include a statement addressing the reasons for the delay. 

The complainant lodged his appeal on 17 November 2009. He said the delay in lodging 
the appeal was because: 

“Parliament and its members have been in the eye of the storm. ‘The Caravan Club 
issue’ was put to one side whilst I dealt with other things.” 

He reiterated his earlier points arguing that his interest in the Caravan Club had always 
been declared and said his complaint was not dealt with in a “fair, independent or 
dispassionate fashion”. 

He said the reporter who called had spoken to him in a “belligerent fashion” and 

“The piece that appeared … was deliberately slanted to tie in with the row about 
Members of Parliaments’ allowances. It disgracefully gave the impression that I 
was somehow being paid by the Caravan Club to ask questions on their behalf.” 

The complainant added that his question was to do with the Olympic Games and was 
asked in a helpful way in the light of the Caravan Club not being able to provide sites. 

The complainant said that to enhance the report: 

“the BBC must have paid someone to tow a caravan around Parliament Square.” 

He felt he had been unfairly singled out: 
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“I was given the most prominence in spite of the fact that my ‘crime’ was not to 
tick a box and out of the three MPs my ‘retainer’ was, by a big margin, the 
smallest.” 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible. 

• checking and cross checking the facts. 

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material. 

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible. 

 

Section 5 – Fairness, Contributors and Consent 

Fairness editorial principles 

• We will be open, honest and straightforward in our dealings with contributors 
and audiences, unless there is a clear public interest in doing otherwise, or we 
need to consider important legal issues or issues of confidentiality… 

• Where allegations are being made, the individuals or organisations concerned 
should normally have the right of reply. 

Right of reply 

When we make allegations of wrong doing, iniquity or incompetence or lay out a strong 
and damaging critique of an individual or institution the presumption is that those 
criticised should be given a "right of reply", that is, given a fair opportunity to respond to 
the allegations before transmission.  

Our request for a response must be properly logged with the name of the person 
approached and the key elements of the exchange. We should always describe the 
allegations in sufficient detail to enable an informed response. The response should be 
reflected fairly and accurately and should normally be broadcast in the same programme, 
or published at the same time, as the allegation…  

 

4. The Committee’s decision 
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The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and a subsequent submission 
from the complainant which raised a new issue and was investigated later in the process.  

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
Accuracy and Fairness (Right of Reply). 

The Committee noted that although the original BBC responses at stages 1 and 2 had 
focused solely on the Accuracy guideline and the complainant had seemed to be content 
with this, questions of fairness (given that this was a first party complaint about how 
allegations of misconduct by the complainant were made) ought to be considered too. 
The sub-section of Fairness concerning the Right of Reply was also relevant in the 
additional part of the complaint which emerged during the ESC’s process.   

Looking at Accuracy first, the Committee considered whether the report was accurate, 
checked and validated. 

It concluded that there was no doubt that there were indeed at least six written questions 
asked by David Amess MP about caravanning while he was in receipt of a retainer from 
the Caravan Club, and that his connection with the Caravan Club was not declared each 
time the questions were tabled. The complainant had declared a retainer in the register of 
Members’ Interests from the Caravan Club since 1997 and these questions were tabled 
between 2004 and 2009.   

The Committee saw the text of the email that the reporter, Mark Easton, had sent to 
David Amess MP on 9 June 2009. He specified three particular occasions on which 
questions had been tabled: 

“We note that for some years you have registered remuneration you receive from 
the Caravan Club. We also note that on the 18th of May this year you tabled the 
following question:  

 

You asked other similar questions on November 18th last year. 

 

Olympic Games 2012: Caravans 

Mr. Amess: To ask the Minister for the Olympics what discussions she has had with (a) 
the Mayor of London and (b) Transport for London on the provision of caravan sites for 
those attending the Olympic games in 2012 since December 2008; and if she will make 
a statement. [275611] 
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You also tabled this question on July 7th 2004 with reference to caravans.  

 

The Committee understood from its adviser’s reading of the Code of Conduct for MPs, that 
if a declaration of interest has been recorded, then the symbol “[R]” should be inserted 
next to the question. The Committee understood that its adviser had checked with 
Hansard this was not the case with these six questions. 

The relevant part of the Code is: 

“DECLARATION OF INTEREST IN RESPECT OF WRITTEN NOTICES 

78. Under the Resolution of 19 July 1995, Members are required to declare 
relevant interests on the Order Paper (or Notice Paper) when tabling any written 
notice initiating a parliamentary proceeding, ie:  

a) Questions (for oral or written answer, including Urgent Questions); 

79. Whenever such an interest is declared, the symbol "[R]" is printed after the 
Member's name on the Notice Paper or Order Paper. The Office accepting the 
written notice (including any written notice of a Member adding his or her name to 
a Motion or an Amendment) assumes that no interest is declarable unless the 
notice clearly indicates a declaration: this should be done by inserting "[R]" after 
the Member's name on the Motion or Amendment, as the case may be, or filling in 
the appropriate box which appears on the form for parliamentary Questions. 

80. "Relevant interests" which should be declared include any interest which the 
Member is required to register in the Register of Members' Financial Interests, or 

Caravans (M5) 

Mr. Amess: To ask the Secretary of State for Transport if he will make a statement on 
the Highways Agency's plans to restrict caravans to the inside lane of the M5 motorway 
south of Bristol on bank holidays. [182374]” 

Olympic Games 2012: Caravan Sites 

Mr. Amess: To ask the Minister for the Olympics (1) what steps she (a) has taken and 
(b) plans to take to provide stop-overs for caravans on (i) the M20 and (ii) other routes 
from Channel ports to the Olympic venues; what recent representations she has 
received on this issue; and if she will make a statement; [235489] 

(2) what steps she (a) has taken and (b) plans to take to provide campsites to cater 
for caravans, motor caravans and trailer tents for persons attending the Olympic 
Games in 2012; what recent representations she has received on this issue; and if she 
will make a statement; [235490] 

(3) what recent discussions she has had with the Caravan Club about the provision of 
caravan sites for those attending the Olympic Games in 2012; and if she will make a 
statement; [235491] 

(4) what discussions she has had since January 2008 with (a) the Mayor of London and 
(b) Transport for London on the provision of caravan sites for those attending the 
Olympic Games in 2012; and if she will make a statement. [235688] 
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which the Member should declare in debate. It will therefore usually be the case 
that the interest to which the Member is drawing the attention of the House will 
already be entered in the Register.” 

The Committee understood that looking at the general provisions of the code on 
declaration of interest, it is clear that the member has a duty, firstly to enter the interest 
in the Register of Members’ Interests – which David Amess MP undoubtedly did and which 
was reported in the script –  and then, on each occasion on which the member asks 
questions in the House or communicates with Ministers or Civil Servants, to restate this 
interest: 

“VI.  Registration and Declaration of Interests  

Members shall fulfil conscientiously the requirements of the House in respect of 
the registration of interests in the Register of Members' Interests and shall always 
draw attention to any relevant interest in any proceeding of the House or its 
Committees, or in any communications with Ministers, Government Departments 
or Executive Agencies.  

The House has two distinct but overlapping and interdependent mechanisms for 
the disclosure of the personal financial interests of its Members: registration of 
interests in a Register which is open for public inspection; and declaration of 
interest in the course of debate in the House and in other contexts.  

The main purpose of the Register is to give public notification on a continuous 
basis of those financial interests held by Members which might be thought to 
influence their parliamentary conduct or actions.  

The main purpose of declaration of interest is to ensure that Members of the 
House and the public are made aware, at the appropriate time when a Member is 
making a speech in the House or in Committee or participating in any other 
proceedings of the House, of any past, present or expected future financial 
interest, direct or indirect, which might reasonably be thought by others to be 
relevant to those proceedings.  

In any debate or proceeding of the House or its Committees or transactions or 
communications which a Member may have with other Members or with Ministers 
or servants of the Crown, he shall disclose any relevant pecuniary interest or 
benefit of whatever nature, whether direct or indirect, that he may have had, may 
have or may be expecting to have.”  

The Committee noted that Mark Easton had quoted Mr Amess in his piece: 

“Mr Amess has told me his office ‘forgot‘ to tick the box indicating he had a 
financial interest but argues that the questions were in order.” 

The Committee noted what Sir Alistair Graham, former chairman of the Committee of 
Standards, who contributed to the item had said about the report and the allegation 
contained in it: 

“It is important that Ministers and civil servants know of the financial interest of 
the MP concerned when preparing the answer to any question. The fact that 
Mark Easton points out that David Amess did not declare his interest in asking six 
questions about caravans could be argued that this was more than the 
odd oversight.” 

The Committee was told that Mark Easton conducted thorough research in which he 
compared members’ declared interests against the written questions they had tabled.  He 
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said that he had looked at “scores of individuals”. A BBC lawyer had been assigned to the 
story some days before it was broadcast. The process of approaching MPs for their 
comment was discussed and agreed with the editorial policy department of the BBC and 
the items were viewed before transmission or publication by output editors. 

The Committee concluded that the documentary evidence about the allegation was clear 
and that the report concerning David Amess MP was accurate and well-sourced. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld.  

The Committee heard that the complainant had referred to letters to ministers declaring 
his interest. Mark Easton’s response was: 

“At no time before the broadcast did Mr Amess say that he had declared his 
interest to Ministers in letters. This, in any case, would have been irrelevant since 
the Parliamentary rules are quite clear on the need for members to declare the 
interest when they table a question or motion. The declaration is not a private 
matter for Ministers – it is a public statement.”  

The Committee concluded that the letters which the complainant had written to ministers 
declaring an interest in the Caravan Club were irrelevant to the matter in the report: the 
adherence to the Parliamentary Code of Conduct on the asking of written questions. The 
Committee noted in addition that the existence of these letters was not communicated to 
the reporter until after the item had been broadcast. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

Turning to fairness and whether Mr Amess was treated fairly as the subject of an 
allegation of conduct falling below that which would be expected of an MP, the Committee 
thought it was clear that Mr Amess was contacted by Mark Easton in order for him to 
respond to the report. Mr Amess said the reporter’s tone was “belligerent”, but – even if 
substantiated – that did not necessarily mean unfairness, the Committee decided. 

Mark Easton had written an email (quoted in part above) to Mr Amess at just before 10am 
on Tuesday 9 June setting out his intention to publish a story about his apparent breach 
of parliamentary rules in relation to written questions about the Caravan Club. 

In response to the Trust’s investigation, Mr Easton added: 

“Later that same morning Mr Amess called me. In that first conversation he 
explained that his office had somehow forgotten to tick the relevant box on the 
Written Parliamentary Question form. These are my notes typed up immediately 
after that conversation: 

‘At 11.45 David Amess called me to say that he had spoken to the Table Office to 
discover how this could have happened and they told him that he had failed to tick 
the “E-Box” which would mean he had registered his interest (in relation to the 
Caravan questions). He accepts he should have declared the interest but “yes, we 
didn’t tick the E-box. It was an innocent mistake”.’” 

The Committee noted that this appeared in the item’s script: 

“Mr Amess has told me his office ‘forgot’ to tick the box indicating he had a 
financial interest but argues that the questions were in order.” 

The Committee understood that the complainant felt he was treated unfairly as his letter 
to the BBC Trust makes plain: 

“The piece that appeared as two separate news items was deliberately slanted to 
tie in with the row about Members of Parliaments' allowances. It disgracefully gave 
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the impression that I was somehow being paid by the Caravan Club to ask 
questions on their behalf. My involvement with the Caravan Club, for which I was 
paid in the lowest bracket of remuneration, has always been declared in the 
Register of Members Interests. 

Furthermore, the question was to do with the Olympic Games and was asked in a helpful 
spirit in the light of the Caravan Club not being able to provide sites. The British 
Broadcasting Authority deliberately twisted the story in a sensationalist way to jump on 
the ‘bash MPs’ bandwagon. To enhance the stunt, the BBC must have paid someone to 
tow a caravan around Parliament Square. Three Members of Parliament were featured in 
the item, yet I was given the most prominence in spite of the fact that my ‘crime’ was not 
to tick a box and out of the three MPs my ‘retainer’ was, by a big margin, the smallest.” 

The Committee considered whether the impression was given that Mr Amess was being 
paid by the Caravan Club to ask questions and whether this was disgraceful. The report 
made it clear that he had made a declaration in the register but had not declared it again 
at the time of asking a succession of questions. The Committee concluded that the 
reporter had not implied that it was “disgraceful” to receive payment for lobbying or for 
asking questions, the issue addressed in the report was that the rules regarding disclosure 
when tabling questions were not followed. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had stressed that he was paid “in the lowest 
bracket of remuneration” and “out of the three MPs [mentioned in the report] my 
‘retainer’ was, by a big margin, the smallest”. The ESC thought that the amount paid, 
whether absolute or relative to other MPs’ earnings, was irrelevant and that it was the 
declaration of the connection to the House of Commons at the time of tabling the 
questions that was pertinent here.   

The Committee also considered whether the report “deliberately twisted the story in a 
sensationalist way” as the complainant alleged. The Committee concluded that it 
accurately reported facts which related to whether or not Mr Amess was acting within the 
letter of the MPs' Code of Conduct. 

The ESC noted the complainant’s objection that the BBC hired a caravan to drive round 
Parliament Square, and considered whether or not this was material to the accuracy or 
fairness of the item. BBC News had acknowledged that the caravan seen in many of the 
shots around Parliament Square was there as, according to Mark Easton: 

“An effective and memorable way of illustrating the story.”  

The Committee decided the caravan was a visual aid or device for the purpose of 
illustration, that programme-makers are entitled to illustrate their stories and that this was 
not improper or unfair. 

The ESC decided that the TV report and accompanying online item treated David Amess 
MP fairly in that the allegations made were well-founded and he was given the 
opportunity to respond and his response was broadcast. Although the complainant had 
thought that the word “forgot” in the piece was said in a “sneering” manner, the 
Committee found, in contrast, that its members had heard quote marks not sarcasm. The 
Committee concluded that the reporter had wanted to use the precise word to be clear 
and fair. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld.  

The Committee noted that the complainant had responded to the circulation of the ESC 
paperwork with a matter that had not been raised hitherto. 

Mr Amess said: 
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“Given that ‘accuracy is more important than speed’ the late notification of this 
issue to myself is, to say the least, significant – particularly as the piece was about 
me.” 

 "If Mark Easton conducted such thorough research and a lawyer was assigned to 
the story some days before it was broadcast, why was I contacted so late?” 

 and  

“Regarding letters to Ministers declaring my interest, because I was contacted so 
late about this matter it took some while to trace the letters to Ministers. The 
letters were certainly relevant as the broadcast gave the impression that Ministers 
did not know about my involvement with the Caravan Club." 

The Committee agreed that this should be considered under the Right of Reply section of 
the Fairness guideline (above). 

It heard that the complainant had first been approached by the BBC on this matter by 
email before 10am on the day preceding transmission. There had then been a telephone 
conversation. Both these facts are agreed. 

The reporter, Mark Easton, said in response to the question as to whether, given he had 
been in communication with lawyers earlier, he could have put the allegation to the 
complainant at an earlier stage in the process: 

“Before putting any serious allegation to anyone I would want to ensure adequate 
research had been conducted and that we had also considered the legal and 
editorial implications of what we were about to suggest. On this occasion, we put 
the questions to Mr Amess and the other members to whom we wrote when we 
were satisfied that our research was robust and that we had considered the 
editorial and legal situation.”  

The Committee noted that Mark Easton had spoken to Editorial Policy for advice on how 
much notice he should give the MPs to respond before his planned broadcast. He said 
that the view of Ric Bailey (the BBC’s Chief Political Adviser) was that 30 hours was 
adequate given that he was asking for information about matters on which the members 
should have been fully conversant.  

The Committee understood that in fact the lead time was 36 hours. 

The Committee then considered whether there was any suggestion made by the 
complainant at the time that he needed longer to respond. The Committee noted that the 
reporter said not: 

“At no time did Mr Amess suggest to me that he needed more time to respond to 
our inquiries – either before or after the broadcast. Since the private letters to 
Ministers were neither known to me nor relevant to my story, I had no reason to 
assume he might need extra time to locate them. He has never suggested to me 
that he was being … hurried in any way. 

If any of the members we contacted had said they needed more time to respond to our 
questions I would, of course, have alerted both Editorial Policy and the Legal Department. 
None of those we contacted made such a request.” 

The Committee concluded there was no evidence that the complainant was not given 
enough time to respond (from ten o’clock one morning until transmission at ten o’clock 
the following night) to the allegations made in the piece. The reporter had consulted Ric 
Bailey in Editorial Policy and followed the correct upward referral procedure.  
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The complainant had been given, the Committee concluded, in the words of the guideline 
“a fair opportunity to respond to the allegations before transmission.”  

Finding: Not upheld 
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 7, 14 & 21 
September 2008 
 

1.  Background to the series 

“Presented by Dr Iain Stewart, BBC Two’s new three-part series, Earth: The Climate Wars, 
is a thorough and definitive guide to the history of climate change” (BBC press release) 

 

2.  The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant initially wrote to BBC Information on 26 September 2008 stating that the 
series overall was biased. He stated: 

“I found the programme highly biased, had many misleading statements and 
cherry picked the evidence to support a particular viewpoint.” 

In particular the complainant believed that the presenter Dr Iain Stewart had been 
inaccurate to suggest that instrumental and satellite temperature measurements were in 
agreement. He also stated that there was no mention of the dispute regarding 
climatologist Michael Mann’s “Hockey Stick” graph (which maps a reconstruction of 
temperatures since 1000 AD in the Northern Hemisphere and shows a sharp rise in 
average global temperature in the 20th century), or the fact that others producing similar 
work “could not be called independent”. The complainant found it “a total disgrace” that 
the presenter had “dismissed the archaeological evidence completely”. The complainant 
also stated that using the aftermath of an erupting volcano as “proof” of climate models 
which show global warming is occurring was wrong as it was not proof. 

BBC Information replied on 2 October 2008 incorporating the views of the production 
team. The reply noted that the purpose of the series was to take the current 
understanding of Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) [man-made global warming 
caused by the gradual increase of the temperature of the earth's lower atmosphere as a 
result of the increase in greenhouse gases produced by industrialisation] and show how 
scientists arrived at this point.  

“It was...a piece of science history.” 

The reply also dismissed the accusation of bias and stated the series was based on the 
latest scientific understanding. The reply noted that 

“the overwhelming majority of scientists involved in climate research believe in 
three basic propositions. First, the earth’s climate is in a warming trend. Second, 
that this warming trend is largely the result of human emissions of greenhouse 
gases. Third, if human emissions of greenhouse gases continue to rise, then the 
climate will continue to warm.” 

The reply also noted the amount of time taken by the production team to investigate the 
major arguments of the global warming sceptics, and that having carried out this 
research, found that the evidence strongly favoured the scientific consensus. 

The complainant replied on 7 October 2008 reiterating his complaint while noting that the 
reply from the production team appeared to be a standard reply which did not answer any 
of his issues. 
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BBC Information replied on 3 November 2008 directing the complainant to a blog by the 
series producer which made several general points about the series including a comment 
on the accuracy of the Hockey Stick, and more recent temperature reconstructions which 
agreed with the main point that warming in the last 100 years is greater than anything 
experienced in the last 1,000 years. 

Stage 2 

The complainant contacted the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 19 November 2008 
escalating his complaint to the second stage of the process. In his complaint to the ECU, 
he reiterated his complaint including a more detailed criticism of the use of the “Hockey 
Stick graph” which he described as an example of: 

“selective use of the information which would have been very misleading to the 
uninformed viewer”. 

The complainant noted that an important part of programme two was the use of the 
Hockey Stick to debunk the Medieval Warm Period. The complainant stated that the 
presenter “left the viewer in no doubt that this was beyond question – there was a ‘clear 
message’ that the modern high temperatures are unprecedented”. 

The complainant also questioned the series producer’s quote from the American National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) on his blog. The complainant noted that the NAS stated that 
proxy temperature reconstructions were plausible – but less plausible before 1600 AD at 
the time of the Medieval Warm Period. He also stated that the NAS report suggested that 
data referred to a 0.6˚C increase in temperature over the last century, not a 1˚C rise as 
stated by the presenter.  

The complainant provided additional points to his complaint in correspondence to the ECU 
dated 2 December 2008. He stated that programme one had spent considerable time on 
the history of the measurement of CO2 and its increase in the atmosphere due to man, 
but that there was an absence of scientific evidence to support the view that the increase 
in the concentration of CO2 has led to the reported temperature increases. He also stated 
that there was no attempt to explain that past climate studies have shown that the 
increase in CO2 levels happen a few hundred years after the increase in global 
temperature.  

The complainant also raised a number of other issues featured in the series, including: 
there was no “real” attempt to explain the increase in global temperature by natural 
events; the use of modelled data (the Jason report) as a form of measurement; the 
implied view that physicist William Nierenberg reinterpreted evidence for a report on 
global warming for the Reagan administration; and the fact that the ice sheets are 
starting to recover. 

The ECU replied on 13 February 2009 with its decision. The ECU considered the complaint 
against the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines on impartiality and accuracy. The ECU did not 
uphold the complaint. 

The ECU, when considering the series overall, noted and agreed with the position taken 
by Ofcom with regard to the issue of AGW i.e. that there was a very broad consensus in 
the “political arena” which accepted the scientific theory of man-made global warming 
and, as such, did not consider it a matter of political or industrial controversy or a matter 
relating to current public policy. The ECU agreed with Ofcom that, as this was the case, 
“the rules relating to the preservation of due impartiality did not apply” to this element of 
the debate. The ECU explained that the series did not attempt to engage with the 
question of what policies might be appropriate to deal with climate change. It noted that 
it was a science documentary looking at how ideas about climate change developed. The 
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ECU also noted that even though the programme was not talking about matters 
concerning political and/or industrial controversy, it had not ignored the arguments put 
forward by sceptics.  

The ECU also noted that the series had gone into considerable detail as to how CO2 works 
in the atmosphere, but the ECU also explained that the exclusion of other factors with 
regard to this issue had to be the decision of the programme team based on the scientific 
consensus for one theory over another.  

With regard to other elements of the complaint – i.e. satellite temperature records, the 
Hockey Stick, proof of climate models using the aftermath of an erupting volcano, the 
Jason report and Arctic ice – the ECU was satisfied that the programme had presented 
these issues appropriately.  

However, the ECU agreed that the reference to American physicist William Nierenberg 
being commissioned by the Reagan administration was inaccurate and, as such, had 
requested that the programme be amended in order to prevent the error being repeated. 
[William Nierenberg was appointed during the Carter administration by the National 
Academy of Science to chair a committee which produced a report in 1983 during the 
Reagan administration on global warming. The report accepted that warming would occur 
but did not accept that it would be a problem.] 

The complainant replied to the ECU on 22 February 2009 astonished that the BBC should 
quote Ofcom given that the complaint could not be heard by Ofcom. The complainant was 
also concerned that the “so-called [political] consensus” had not been canvassed amongst 
party members. He also repeated his concern that a series described as a definitive guide 
to the history of climate change had left out natural explanations for the current warm 
period. The complainant also reiterated concerns he had about the series regarding the 
use of the NAS report, the explanation of the criticism in the series of the Hockey Stick, 
and the reliance of the programme-makers on climate models.   

In a reply from the ECU dated 10 March 2009 which clarified the impartiality requirements 
regarding the BBC and other broadcasters, the ECU also noted that with regard to the 
reference to an increase in temperature and the NAS reporting it as 0.6˚C and the 
programme’s reference to an increase of almost 1˚C, the ECU was satisfied that the use 
of “almost” had corresponded to the IPCC’s4  finding that suggested that the updated 
100-year linear was 0.74˚C. As such, the ECU did not consider the phrasing to have 
inaccurately summarised the results of the rise in temperature. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant wrote to the BBC Trust confirming his appeal on 15 March 2009. In his 
appeal the complainant focused on the programme’s treatment of the increase in 
temperature by almost 1˚C. The complainant noted that there were “large uncertainties” 
in the historic data, and that it would be impossible to determine small temperature 
differences and that the programme-makers had not understood these subtleties, giving 
the impression that the figures were more definitive. He believed that the replies to his 
complaint had been inadequate and that the lack of scientific understanding by the 
programme-makers had misled the general viewer. 

                                                
4  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is the leading body for the assessment of climate change, 

established by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO) to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state of climate change and its 

potential environmental and socio-economic consequences (Source IPCC website) 
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Following the sharing of the independent Editorial Adviser’s report with the complainant, 
ahead of the ESC receiving the material for its consideration, the complainant wrote to the 
ESC on 13 October 2009 objecting to the Editorial Adviser’s report and the use of David 
Stainforth as an expert to support the investigation. The complainant stated that the 
Editorial Adviser’s report had misunderstood his complaint. He also stated that Mr 
Stainforth was not “wholly unconnected with the programme” as suggested in the report, 
in that a website co-founded by Mr Stainforth had benefitted from a programme produced 
by the Executive Producer of Earth: The Climate Wars. The complainant also said that 
David Stainforth had made comments on the Science Media Centre website which had 
been strongly in favour of AGW. 

The ESC considered the points made by the complainant. The ESC decided with regard to 
the complainant’s objections, that it was “legitimate” for the Editorial Adviser, who was 
not a scientific expert in the relevant area, to consult an expert source. The ESC noted 
that Mr Stainforth had had no contact with the Executive Producer, nor had he been part 
of the BBC project with climateprediction.net. The ESC understood that he had also not 
been employed by climateprediction.net at the time of the BBC programme. The ESC 
noted that Mr Stainforth had no contact with the Executive Producer, nor was he featured 
or interviewed in the programme. The ESC decision did, however, note that it would take 
into account the complainant's concerns when coming to a decision and considering the 
weight to be attached to the evidence before it. 

 

3.  Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible.  

• checking and cross checking the facts.  

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material.  

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible.  

 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 
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The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on 
current affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting. 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply.  

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects.  

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality.  

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters.  

• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 

• we should not automatically assume that academics and journalists from other 
organisations are impartial and make it clear to our audience when 
contributors are associated with a particular viewpoint.  

Achieving impartiality 

Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as "due impartiality". It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

Controversial subjects 

In the United Kingdom controversial subjects are issues of significance for the whole of 
the country, such as elections, or highly contentious new legislation on the eve of a crucial 
Commons vote, or a UK wide public sector strike. 
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In the global context, some controversial subjects such as national elections or 
referendums will obviously have varying degrees of global significance but will be of great 
sensitivity in that country or region in which they are taking place. We should always 
remember that much of the BBC's output is now available in most countries across the 
world. 

We must ensure a wide range of significant views and perspectives are given due weight 
in the period during which a controversial subject is active. Opinion should be clearly 
distinguished from fact. When the issues involved are highly controversial and/or a 
decisive moment in the controversy is expected we will sometimes need to ensure that all 
of the main views are reflected in our output. This may mean featuring them in a single 
programme, or even a single item. 

 

4.  The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report – which included expert advice 
from David Stainforth, a climate change modeller and senior research fellow at the 
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at the LSE – and 
subsequent submissions from the complainant.  

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
accuracy and impartiality. 

The Committee understood the complainant to have raised several heads of complaint. 
The first is that the representation and interpretation of the increase in the earth’s 
temperature was inaccurate (which relates to the use of the Hockey Stick graph); and the 
second, and linked, point is that this was the case because the programme-makers were 
not scientifically expert enough to make the correct analysis. In addition the complainant 
told the Committee in his response to the papers circulated in advance of the ESC 
meeting, that he thought his earlier comments about the script concerning the use of 
volcanoes in modelling and his strictures on the Hockey Stick graph merited the ESC’s 
consideration. 

 

1.  Inaccurate representation and interpretation of the increase in the earth’s 
temperature. 

The Committee looked at the relevant scriptline: 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

in total … the global temperature has increased by almost 1 degree celsius in the 
last century. That may not sound like much, but to climatologists this is a big deal.  

The Committee then noted what David Stainforth had said as to how significant this 
statement was. 

“I think this is a matter of editorial judgement. 0.6 is the widely quoted figure for 
the 20th century. I think I would interpret ‘the past century’ as meaning the last 
100 years in which case it is a bit higher – maybe 0.7. The programme sounded 
clear with ‘almost 1 degree’ but it is fair enough to argue that this isn’t right. On 
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the other hand these figures are uncertain and it is difficult to match qualifiers like 
‘almost’ with a level of detail like 0.6 – I’m not sure that ‘within a few tenths of a 
degree of 0.6 celsius’ would have communicated the point as effectively.” 

The Committee noted that the complainant had suggested that an incorrect reading of 
this figure had implications for the debate over the accuracy of the Hockey Stick graph. 
But the Committee also noted that David Stainforth considered that might not be valid: 

“There are two issues to note. First is that the hockey stick includes error bars; 
which of course are much, much greater as you go back in time. But the late 20th 
century temperature is greater than these error bounds. (Though I don’t know if 
these are 66% or 95% error bounds). Second is that although the uncertainty in 
the temperature 1,000 years ago may be high (and therefore the uncertainty in 
the temperature difference between then and now) the uncertainties are not likely 
to be uncorrelated from year to year. Rather it is likely that the temperature 
timeseries in the past was mostly at the upper end of the uncertainty bound, or 
mostly at the lower end, or mostly in the middle i.e. not jumping about rapidly 
over a few decades. And this is what we see when we compare it with other 
reconstructions. The point here is that if this is the case then the rapid rise in the 
temperature century is still a clear message. And that is what all the 
reconstructions show.” 

The Committee also noted what the programme’s executive producer, Jonathan Renouf, 
had said in his response to the complainant’s point: 

“According to the latest IPCC report: ‘The updated 100-year linear trend (1906 to 
2005) is 0.74˚C [0.56˚C to 0.92˚C]’ (IPCC AR4 WG1, Summary for policy makers, 
p.5). Note the uncertainty. It is not correct to say the temperature rise was 0.74˚C 
as this would give a spurious impression of greater certainty than exists. (So [the 
complainant] is wrong to say that the temperature rise in the 20th century was 0.6 
degrees.) An exact description of the current estimate would be that with 90% 
certainty the temperature rise was between 0.56 and 0.92˚C. I think ‘almost a 
degree’ is a very reasonable short summary. The complainant argues that we 
have made the temperature record ‘more definitive’ than is justified, when in fact 
our phrasing quite clearly does not give a definite figure.  

It's also worth considering this statement in the context of the film. The point we were 
making here is that the instrumental record appeared to record a rise in temperature 
(though we go on to point out possible problems with that measurement), that this rise 
was small, but that it was nevertheless significant to climatologists. Indeed the next line 
of the film was ‘That may not sound like much – but to climatologists this is a big deal.’ I 
don't think the complainant would argue with any of those statements, therefore there is 
no way in which that section of the film is misleading. 

This question (of what constitutes ‘almost a degree’) has no implications for the rest of 
the film (including the hockey stick section). The hockey stick is based on a trend line, not 
an average for a particular one hundred year period.” 

The ESC concluded it was satisfied that the programme, which was aimed at a general 
television audience, had been duly accurate in its interpretation of the increase in the 
earth’s temperature. The Committee noted that the phrasing of “almost 1 degree” had 
encapsulated the potential range of the increase without being definitive as it was clear 
that there was no agreement as to the exact rise except that the rise was within a degree. 
In that sense, given the context of the statement and the lay audience watching, the use 
of the phrase had met the required editorial standard on accuracy. There was no 
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requirement for this to be spelled out with a greater degree of accuracy as might be 
expected in a scientific paper or peer-reviewed publication  

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

2.  The lack of scientific expertise of the production team 

The Committee understood that the complainant had emphasised what he saw as “a total 
lack of scientific understanding of the people who made the series” and how this “misled 
the general viewer”. 

The Committee noted in response to this point that BBC programme-makers do not have 
to be experts or specialists within a specific subject or field to make television or radio 
programmes or to contribute content to the BBC website. The Committee noted that the 
responsibility for content producers was to ensure that what was produced was compliant 
with the guidelines i.e. that content was duly accurate and impartial. The Committee 
agreed, therefore, that specific qualifications had never been a marker or proxy for a 
programme’s excellence or compliance. 

The Committee noted, however, that in this case the team was scientifically qualified in a 
variety of fields. Jonathan Renouf, the series executive producer, explained: 

“I have a BSc and PhD in Geography and … a long history in making science 
programmes. Nathan Williams who made the second film also has a very long 
history of science film making. For example he made a Horizon about homeopathy 
and another about autism. He was chosen to make programme 2 precisely 
because of his formidable track record in making films on highly contentious areas 
of science. He also has a science degree; a double first from Cambridge in Natural 
Sciences. His researcher Davina Bristow has a first in biological sciences from 
Oxford University, and a PhD in neurological science from UCL. 

But it is in fact irrelevant whether the production team had science degrees or not. The 
important point is did they – as they researched the series – understand the main science 
surrounding the relevant areas of controversy? And the answer is, yes they did. I was 
very impressed with the level of understanding that the whole team showed as they 
analysed a great deal of complex and apparently contradictory science.” 

The Committee also noted that the presenter of Earth: Climate Wars, Dr Iain Stewart, is 
Professor of Geosciences Communication at the School of Earth, Ocean & Environmental 
Sciences at the University of Plymouth. He has a BSc in Geography & Geology from 
Strathclyde University and a PhD in Geology from the University of Bristol. He taught for 
twelve years at Brunel University and has published popular science books and articles in 
National Geographic and peer-reviewed journals. 

The Committee also noted David Stainforth’s comment that it would be almost impossible 
to have a production team that was expert in every facet of the debate over climate 
change: 

“Climate science is a vast subject. No-one is an expert in all the relevant areas. 
Different people work on satellite data or gather proxy data or take measurements 
or build and run models. Those who know how to analyse proxy data probably 
don’t know the details of climate models. etc etc. …This is relevant to the 
criticisms of Iain Stewart regarding his not being a climate scientist but rather a 
geologist. The BBC’s response that it is not necessary to have an expert is 
perfectly right. But you can go further and say there is no one who is an expert in 
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all these fields – particularly regarding the sort of detailed points mentioned in the 
complaints.”  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that while the qualifications of the production 
team were not a matter for the Editorial Guidelines and therefore irrelevant for the 
purposes of the Committee reaching a finding on this issue, the fact that the programme 
team had come from a science background did not support the complainant’s suggestion 
that the production lacked an understanding of the science.   

This element of the complaint did not concern the Editorial Guidelines and the Committee 
considered that there was no case for the Executive to answer. 

The Committee went on to consider two further aspects of the complaint – which had 
been raised again by the complainant in his submissions following the circulation of the 
Editorial Adviser’s report. 

 

3.   The volcano data as a proof of climate modelling 

The Committee noted the relevant script: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (IS): 

What the modellers needed was an event; something big; something immediate; 
something to test their metal against.   

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

They finally got their chance in June 1991. 

 

Newsreader (Archive VO): 

Mount Pinatubo volcano has erupted, throwing rocks and molten lava miles into 
the air. Hundreds of thousands of people have fled their homes, but there are no 
immediate… 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It was one of the largest and most violent eruptions of the 20th century. Millions of 
tons of debris and gases were thrown into the air. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Meetings were summoned, data was inputted and the model was run. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It came up with three predictions. First it said that the global climate would cool 
by half a degree. It also said that this cooling would last a couple of years. And 
finally it suggested that the regions that would feel it most would include Europe 
and the USA.  
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IS:  

Now, after all that furious activity, all they had to do was sit back and wait!   

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

As the temperature records came in from around the world Hansen could afford to 
smile.  

 

Newsreader (Archive): 

All around the country people are talking about the wild weather this summer, and 
in a lot of places what they’re saying is “baby, it’s cold outside!” 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Cold it was. In fact, around the world the two years following the Pinatubo 
eruption were indeed half a degree cooler, and the places that suffered most 
included the US and Southern Europe. Hansen’s model was spot on. 

 

IS:  

This was a huge triumph for the modellers. It proved that in terms of the big 
picture models could accurately see the future! This wasn’t science fiction, it was 
science fact! 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

The climate modellers had been vindicated. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

And by the late 1990s, climate models had gained the respect of scientists around 
the world.   

 

The Committee understood that the complainant had asked  

“is this a fair depiction of the state of climate modelling and is the  uninformed 
viewer being given an impartial description?” 

And that he had gone on to state: 

“Firstly the idea that single specific event, at one time in one location could 
provide a test for such a complex piece of code is nothing short of daft and 
dangerous” 

And secondly, he said that the greatest effect of an erupting volcano on the climate will 
be from the ash and SO2 ejected into the atmosphere, which he said has nothing to do 
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with the CO2 levels and so cannot vindicate the modellers’ prediction of doubling the CO2 
levels.  

The Committee discussed the BBC’s response at stage 2 – with which it concurred – and 
concluded that the programme had been discussing a historical event which had been 
part of the history of the climate change debate. The Committee noted that this incident 
had led to climate modelling becoming accepted – whether or not it had been, in the 
words of the complainant, “daft and dangerous” for acceptance to have been largely 
based on that event. The modellers’ reputation had improved during the nineties, which is 
what the programme had said. The Committee concluded therefore that, as the 
programme had been about the argument here – rather than the scientific detail – there 
was no failing in accuracy or impartiality.  

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

4.  The Hockey Stick debate 

The Committee noted that the complainant had stated in his letter of 3 March 2009: 

“I believe the treatment of the hockey stick to be highly biased. I believe the 
production team had set out to deliberately make the criticisms about the hockey 
stick look like a mischievous ruse by the sceptics and not real scientific criticism.” 

He added: 

“There is a very large amount of valid criticism from a number of scientists which 
significantly questions its validity.” 

The Committee looked at the point in Programme 2 that considered the “Hockey Stick 
graph”. The relevant part of the script is as follows: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Michael Mann put all the numbers together and used it to create a very special 
graph.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

And here it is, it’s basically a graph of temperature over the last 1,000 years.   

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

And the first thing that hits you is there’s virtually no sign of the Medieval Warm 
Period, I mean the sceptics would have a big bump in temperatures just here 
when the world got warmer. Instead it looks like for at least 900 years give or take 
a few ups and downs it’s incredibly flat but it’s not until you get to the 20th 
century and … bang.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

Temperatures shoot up in a way unlike anything we’ve seen for at least a 
millennium. Now this graph tells a very different story from the sceptics, they say 
the present temperatures are nothing special. This graph says the opposite.  
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Dr Iain Stewart: 

The simplicity of this graph makes it a really powerful image and it’s even been 
given its own name.   

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

The Hockey Stick.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It became one of the most famous and controversial graphs in science. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

It was so dramatic that it became an icon … and instantly recognisable symbol of 
man-made climate change. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Al Gore even used it in his Oscar winning movie. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Not surprisingly sceptics hated it. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

They said the Hockey Stick was a fiction… 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Because there was virtually no trace of the Medieval Warm Period. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

They accused Mann of using faulty data and dodgy statistics to re-write history. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

The Hockey Stick still provokes strong reactions today. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

What’s your reaction when you see that? It’s probably the most famous graph in 
the world isn’t it?  
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Global Warming Sceptic: 

Well I think what a shame. What a shame that a scientific scandal like this would 
be perpetuated on the American public and on the United Nations.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

That’s a bit strong, a scandal. 

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

It’s a scandal, it’s absolutely outrageous.   

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

This has even been discredited by the National Academy of Sciences they said it 
was unsupportable.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

When you see this what goes through your mind now? 

 

Dr S Fred Singer: 

Well the first thing is … great disbelief.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

Scientists are always bitching about each other. I’ve been at a conference when 
someone’s said you know nothing about this subject but … the kind … enmity 
that’s been directed at Michael Mann is something else.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Some even accused him of the ultimate scientific crime… 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Fraud 

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

If it’s fraud they should be in jail. If it was incompetence they should be fired.  

 

Dr Michael Mann: 
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I never expected the sort of attacks that we were subject to when I began this 
work.  

 

Viscount Christopher Monckton:  

This was clearly and I’m going to say it bluntly, deliberately bent.  

 

Dr Michael Mann: 

If you can’t win your argument on the basis of science you try to win based on 
defamation, or slander, or … rhetoric that sounds convincing but has no basis in 
fact.  

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

I would say it’s as close to scientific fraud as you can get.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Michael Mann was attacked in print and even more viciously on the web. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Entire websites were set up to pick holes in the Hockey Stick. 

 

The Committee noted that David Stainforth had advised: 

“The crucial point is that there were some errors found in the analysis but there 
have been lots of other studies and they all agree that the warming in the latter 
part of the 20th century is anomalous and probably takes us outside the bounds of 
the past 1,000 years. As I understand it the errors in the Mann et al analysis, 
when corrected did not significantly alter their results.” 

 

The Committee noted that although there is no mention of the critics of the Hockey Stick 
graph by name, the script does make clear there are those that disagree vehemently with 
the Mann analysis.   

In coming to a view on this element of the appeal the Committee considered that when 
looking at breaches of the impartiality guidelines, the omissions of a specific theory, 
reference or name check may not be in breach of the editorial guidelines if the treatment 
of the issue or debate is accurate and duly impartial.  

The Committee thought that, apart from the Bristlecone Pine – featured at least in part 
because it was one of the proxies Michael Mann had originally used – the programme 
demonstrated a range of other proxies, measures and estimates that differ from the 
Hockey Stick in detail but pointed in the same direction at the end of the 20th century. 

The Committee was satisfied the programme-makers had made it clear the Hockey Stick 
graph was disputed and that Mann and his supporters and collaborators had been 
accused of fraud and that some of the details of the original research conclusions had not 
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been replicated. But the Committee agreed that the trend and the crucial section in the 
late 20th century were replicated by other research as the programme stated. 

The Committee thought there was no evidence that the programme-makers had “set out 
to deliberately make the criticisms about the Hockey Stick look like a mischievous ruse by 
the sceptics and not real scientific criticism” as the complainant alleged. 

The Committee reasserted its opinion that the appeal had to be judged in the context of a 
popular science programme about the history of a scientific debate. It concluded that the 
programme had sufficiently explained the flaws in the Hockey Stick graph, why some 
people did not like it and that recent research had supported its general thesis. The 
Committee was therefore satisfied that the programme’s comments concerning the 
Hockey Stick had been duly accurate and impartial. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

Conclusion 

Overall the Committee concluded that the series had not been in breach of the Editorial 
Guidelines in that it had reported with due accuracy and due impartiality the chronology 
of the science as well as the debates and disputes that surround the issue of climate 
change.  

Finding: Not upheld 
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 14 September 
2008 
 

1. Background to the series 

“Presented by Dr Iain Stewart, BBC Two’s new three-part series, Earth: The Climate Wars, 
is a thorough and definitive guide to the history of climate change” (BBC press release) 

 

2.  The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to the BBC on 8 October 2008 stating that the content of the 
series amounted to propaganda funded by a public institution. He also suggested that the 
debate was “presented entirely by Dr Stewart, with sceptical scientists often providing just 
shorts sound bites”. The complainant believed that this “allowed the programme to 
present a caricature of the sceptical position”, which appeared to be “easily defeated by 
the advocacy position of the programme-makers”. He also believed that pertinent facts 
were omitted throughout which he considered were breaches of the BBC’s editorial 
standards of accuracy and impartiality. The complainant in support of this argument 
selected two examples from the second programme titled “Fightback”. The two points 
were: 

• Errors in Satellite Data: The complainant argued that it was inaccurate to 
suggest that the orbital decay from the satellites explained the disagreement 
between satellite and surface measurements of temperature trends. He 
suggested that the correction of orbital decay was only one of a number of 
corrections to the satellite data. He suggested that another correction, similar 
in magnitude, had been ignored, along with others. The complainant 
suggested that while the effect of these changes was statistically insignificant, 
their omission fundamentally changed the conclusions drawn. He stated that 
the disagreement between satellite and surface measurements had not been 
resolved as the programme claimed. 

• Bristlecone Pine Proxy Data [This refers to the measuring of the rings of the 
Bristlecone Pine to attempt to study the earth’s climate in the geologic past] : 
The complainant said he was surprised at the programme’s choice of proxy, 
since it was the subject of considerable scientific debate. He stated that to use 
it as part of the “hockey stick graph” was misleading. The complainant noted 
that attempts to replicate the original tree bark data sets had produced results 
with much less pronounced 20th century growth rates.  

On 10 October 2008 BBC Information replied incorporating a response from the 
programme’s production team. The reply noted that the intention of the series was to take 
the current scientific understanding of Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) [man-made 
global warming caused by the gradual increase of the temperature of the earth's lower 
atmosphere as a result of the increase in greenhouse gases produced by 
industrialisation], and show how scientists arrived at this point. It was, in other words, a 
piece of science history. The programme team did not accept that their approach had 
been biased or politically motivated. It noted that that the series was based on the latest 
scientific understanding and that “the overwhelming majority of scientists involved in 
climate change believed in three basic propositions: 
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• That the earth’s climate was in a warming trend 

• The warming trend was largely the result of human emissions of greenhouse 
gases 

• That if human emissions of greenhouse gases continued to rise, the climate 
will continue to warm” 

The reply also noted that many people on all sides of the debate felt strongly about the 
subject and that the programme-makers had approached the subject with an open mind, 
studying the evidence and presenting what it understood to be the true state of 
knowledge at the time of making the film.  

The complainant replied on 21 October 2008 thankful that the reply had included 
consideration of a programme airing alternative viewpoints. However, the complainant 
was disappointed that a more formal acknowledgement of the errors made was not 
available, and that without this acknowledgement there was little or no incentive for the 
topic to be given a fair airing in the future. The complainant also disputed the programme 
team’s suggestion that its approach had been based on the latest scientific 
understanding. He said that if that was the case, why had he been able to identify a 
number of basic errors in the programme. He also questioned why the programme had 
not stated the known problems with proxies and their use in various graphs which, “far 
from being independent studies, were jointly dependent on just a few pieces of 
questionable evidence”. 

BBC Information replied on 3 November 2008 stating that the complainant’s concerns had 
been referred to the producer of the series who noted the complainant’s view of the 
series, but did not accept there were factual errors. The reply stated that the programme 
team had used the Bristlecone Pines as an example of climate proxies and that science’s 
use of proxies was well established, with hundreds of refereed academic articles 
published. The programme team stated: 

“As we made clear in the film, the original hockey stick graph was not without 
flaws, but we concluded that more recent research has consistently backed the 
main conclusion: ‘There’s no evidence of any period in the past 1,000 years that’s 
as warm as the second half of the 20th century’.” 

Stage 2 

The complainant wrote to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) at stage 2 of the BBC’s 
complaints process on 3 December 2008. He repeated his concerns that the programme 
had failed to meet the BBC’s guidelines of accuracy and impartiality in matters of public 
policy. The complainant also stated that the series referenced lifestyle choices and 
discussed motives for holding certain opinions and that: 

“The scientific debate was used as justification for these policy preferences.” 

The complainant reiterated his examples of bias regarding the use of satellite data, in 
which he referred to the inaccuracy of the reference to orbital decay and diurnal drift as 
explaining the difference between satellite data and the surface data which gave evidence 
of a rise in temperature, and the Bristlecone Pine Proxy.  

The complainant noted that his complaint was not about the interpretation of the data 
used, which was largely subjective, but with the presentation of the evidence, which was 
“highly selective, containing half truths and omissions, in a manner likely to mislead 
viewers”. 
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The complainant also said:  

“Please note my criticism here is about unbalanced handling of the evidence and 
not an indication that I disagree with the conclusions. However the mishandling of 
the evidence enables those sceptical of global warming to simply dismiss the 
programme and its conclusions. A better quality programme with more balance 
would be more difficult to criticise or dismiss, and if the evidence is clear and 
strong then this should be possible to achieve. Given the polemic nature of this 
debate, extra care should have been made to prevent sloppy presentation of 
material.” 

On 27 February 2009 the ECU replied with its substantive answer to the complaint. First, 
the ECU considered the series overall. It noted and agreed with the position taken by 
Ofcom with regard to the issue of AGW i.e. that there was a very broad consensus in the 
“political arena” which accepted the scientific theory of man-made global warming and, as 
such, did not consider the matter of political or industrial controversy or a matter relating 
to current public policy. The ECU agreed with Ofcom that, as this was the case, “the rules 
relating to the preservation of due impartiality did not apply” to this element of the 
debate. The ECU explained that the series did not attempt to engage with the question of 
what policies might be appropriate to deal with climate change. It noted that it was a 
science documentary looking at how ideas about climate change developed. The ECU also 
noted that even though the programme was not talking about matters concerning political 
and/or industrial controversy, it had not ignored the arguments put forward by sceptics.  

The ECU then considered the complainant’s point that “the series referenced lifestyle 
choices and discussed motives for holding certain opinions” and that these were not 
scientific issues but policy preferences. The ECU did not agree with this view. The ECU 
argued that there was no advocacy of any particular policy to address climate change, 
noting that the series was a historical account of the climate change debate.  The ECU 
also concluded that the presenter Dr Ian Stewart had not expressed his personal opinions 
on the controversial issue of what policies should be adopted but had made it clear that 
“it’s up to all of us” to decide what action to take. 

With regard to the issue of the satellite data the ECU was satisfied that the series had 
correctly stated that the data had contained errors. In doing so, the ECU did not believe 
another view stating contrary opinions to that of one of the scientists responsible for the 
data was required to satisfy impartiality.  

As to the issue of Bristlecone Pines, the ECU noted that there was division in the scientific 
community as to how useful tree rings were as a measurement for temperature. The ECU 
also noted what the presenter said about the Bristlecone Pine tree rings and concluded 
that their use, given the significant support the use of tree rings received within the 
scientific community, was acceptable provided the issue was handled properly. The ECU 
did not believe an alternative view was required during this section of the programme as 
there had been no interviews with scientists about the pines. The programme had limited 
itself to using the pines as an example of a proxy and, therefore, did not require another 
opinion to be included to balance the item. 

In conclusion the ECU did not feel it had any grounds to uphold any aspect of the 
complaint. 

The complainant replied to the ECU on 23 March 2009 stating that he was disappointed 
with the decision. He said: 
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“your letter not only failed to address the key points of my complaint, instead 
answering issues I did not ask, but also includes several fundamental scientific 
errors.” 

The complainant also stated that he believed the reference to the Ofcom decision was 
irrelevant with regard to the BBC series. The complainant then went into some details as 
to the ECU’s arguments on the use of the satellite data and the Bristlecone Pine in the 
series. The complainant stated that the contradictory evidence he had provided had been 
distorted. He also believed that not enough time had been taken to seriously assess the 
issues he had presented.  

In April 2009 the ECU responded to the points raised in the complainant’s reply to its 
finding. The ECU did not alter it decision. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant wrote to the ESC on 6 May 2009 stating that he had found the responses 
to his complaint unsatisfactory. He also stated that the ECU reply had been 
“disappointing, selectively responding to issues raised and making scientific errors”. The 
complainant then set out his concerns regarding the ECU finding. He concluded his appeal 
stating:  

“Overall I found the programme to be a biased polemic on the topic of climate 
science. Presenting such a poor quality of science as a definitive guide will prolong 
the debate rather than reduce it, as promoting errors and sloppy thinking provides 
those sceptical of IPCC position an opportunity to criticise climate science. That 
aside, including blatant policy advocacy is simply unacceptable for the publicly 
funded BBC. 

“I hope the BBC Trust will recognise that the complaint has been poorly handled ... 
In particular, the scientific points raised should be objectively assessed by an 
individual of competence in the area of science, who is independent of the BBC, 
and independent of the climate scientists used in the programme.” 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible.  

• checking and cross checking the facts.  

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material.  

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible.  
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Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on 
current affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting. 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any point on 
the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply.  

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects.  

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality.  

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, 
may provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters.  

• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 

• we should not automatically assume that academics and journalists from other 
organisations are impartial and make it clear to our audience when 
contributors are associated with a particular viewpoint.  

Achieving impartiality 

Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as "due impartiality". It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
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the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

Controversial subjects 

In the United Kingdom controversial subjects are issues of significance for the whole of 
the country, such as elections, or highly contentious new legislation on the eve of a crucial 
Commons vote, or a UK wide public sector strike. 

In the global context, some controversial subjects such as national elections or 
referendums will obviously have varying degrees of global significance but will be of great 
sensitivity in that country or region in which they are taking place. We should always 
remember that much of the BBC's output is now available in most countries across the 
world. 

We must ensure a wide range of significant views and perspectives are given due weight 
in the period during which a controversial subject is active. Opinion should be clearly 
distinguished from fact. When the issues involved are highly controversial and/or a 
decisive moment in the controversy is expected we will sometimes need to ensure that all 
of the main views are reflected in our output. This may mean featuring them in a single 
programme, or even a single item. 

Personal views and authored programmes and websites 

We have a tradition of allowing a wide range of individuals, groups or organisations to 
offer a personal view or opinion, express a belief, or advance a contentious argument in 
our programmes or on our websites. Personal views can range from the outright 
expression of highly partial views by a campaigner, to the authored view of a specialist or 
professional including an academic, scientist, or BBC correspondent, to those expressed 
through contributions from our audiences. Each can add to the public understanding and 
debate, especially when they allow our audience to hear fresh and original perspectives 
on well known issues. 

Content reflecting personal views, or authored by an individual, group or organisation, or 
contributed by our audiences, particularly when dealing with controversial subjects, 
should be clearly signposted to audiences in advance. 

Personal view and authored programmes and websites have a valuable part to play in our 
output. However when covering controversial subjects dealing with matters of public 
policy or political or industrial controversy we should:  

• retain a respect for factual accuracy. 

• fairly represent opposing viewpoints when appropriate. 

• provide an opportunity to respond when appropriate for example in a pre-
arranged discussion programme. 

• ensure that a sufficiently broad range of views and perspectives is included in 
output of a similar type and weight and in an appropriate time frame.  

 

4.  The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 
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In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report – which included expert advice 
from David Stainforth, a climate change modeller and senior research fellow at the 
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at the LSE – and 
subsequent submissions from the complainant.  

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
accuracy and impartiality including the sections on controversial subjects and personal 
view and authored programmes. 

The Committee first discussed whether the programme should be considered against the 
“controversial subjects” guideline, which requires special consideration under the 
impartiality provisions. The Committee then went on to consider the other three specific 
complaints made about the programme. 

Controversial Subjects 

The Committee understood that the ECU at stage 2 of the complaints process took the 
view that, following the Ofcom decision on “The Great Global Warming Swindle”5 (Channel 
4 – 2007), Anthropogenic Global Warming could no longer be seen as a “controversial 
subject” within the meaning of the Communications Act 2003 and the Ofcom Broadcasting 
Code.  

The Committee was also aware that the BBC Trust report “From Seesaw to Wagon Wheel: 
Safeguarding Impartiality in the 21st Century” by John Bridcut for the BBC Executive and 
Trust covered the conclusions of a BBC seminar which concluded that “the weight of 
evidence no longer justifies equal space being given to the opponents of the consensus. 
But these dissenters (or even sceptics) will still be heard, as they should, because it is not 
the BBC’s role to close down this debate.”  

And it took account of the fact that the Royal Society in its guide to climate change for 
non-scientists, “Climate Change Controversies: A Simple Guide” (2007) states: 

“Our scientific understanding of climate change is sufficiently sound to make us 
highly confident that greenhouse gas emissions are causing global warming. 
Science moves forward by challenge and debate and this will continue. However, 
none of the current criticisms of climate science, nor the alternative explanations 
of global warming are well enough founded to make not taking any action the 
wise choice.”6 

The Committee also noted that all three of the larger British political parties have 
accepted man-made climate change as a reality in their latest policy statements. 

Labour’s Hilary Benn is Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs: 

“There is no doubt about it – climate change is the biggest challenge facing the 
world today. Climate change is already happening – the hottest ten years on 
record globally have all been since 1990.” 

A Conservative Party policy document on the environment: 

“There is clear evidence of global warming. Global temperatures rose by 0.6 
degrees in the 20th century. Eleven of the last twelve years (1995-2006) rank 
among the twelve warmest years in the instrumental record of global surface 
temperature. 

                                                
5 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/obb/prog_cb/obb114/ 
6 http://royalsociety.org/Report_WF.aspx?pageid=8030&terms=Climate+change+controversies 
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1 Arctic sea ice may have fallen by as much as 50 per cent from the 1950s. 

2 The costs of global warming are increasing.” 

 

And the Liberal Democrats’ line, as expressed by Chris Huhne MP: 

“We all know that climate change is real. The time for talking has passed, the time 
for action is now.” 

UKIP’s position, the Committee noted, was more equivocal: 

“…the contribution of anthropogenic gases to global warming is less clear-cut than 
the Government recognises. Pending upgraded data, we would not allow 
greenhouse gas emission targets to dominate our policies. However, we should 
reduce dependence on fossil fuels as a conservation and anti-pollution measure, 
and this would have the concomitant effect of reducing carbon dioxide emissions.” 

Of the other parties, both Plaid Cymru and the SNP accept AGW, the SNP to such an 
extent that a radical climate change act received royal assent last summer. The 
Committee noted what Stewart Stevenson, Minister for Climate Change in the Scottish 
Government, said: 

“The Scottish Government recognises that climate change will have far reaching 
effects on Scotland's economy, its people and its environment and is determined to 
play its part in rising to this challenge.” 

The Committee also noted what Plaid Cymru expressed in their policy statements on their 
website: 

“Human activity is responsible for climate change. Greenhouse gases, such as 
carbon dioxide (CO2) are produced and released into the atmosphere as a result of 
our everyday behaviour. For example by burning fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas to 
create energy to heat and light our homes and to power our transport. Vast areas 
of the world's forests which could help absorb this CO2 are also being destroyed.” 

The Committee decided that its position remained in line with the Trust’s endorsement of 
the report by John Bridcut for the BBC, “From Seesaw to Wagon Wheel: Safeguarding 
Impartiality in the 21st Century” (2007) which concluded that there is a broad scientific 
consensus that climate change is definitely happening, and that it is at least 
predominantly man-made and that the impartiality guideline does not require equal 
prominence to be given to those disagreeing with the assertion that human actions have 
been responsible for global warming. The Committee agreed that this does not mean that 
the debate should be closed down or that the sceptic’s view should not be given air time.  

The Committee agreed that, while the science behind AGW was not “controversial” in the 
sense that the vast majority of scientists and politicians agree on what is occurring despite 
an articulate sceptical minority, there was still controversy over what this meant in policy 
terms. The Committee agreed, however, that as this series of programmes was about the 
history of the climate change debate rather than the policy options resulting from an 
acceptance of AGW, the subject matter of the programme did not comprise a 
“controversial subject”. The editorial guidelines did nonetheless require the BBC to achieve 
due impartiality and accuracy.   

Turning to the individual elements of the complaint, the Committee decided that the 
provisions of “due” impartiality and accuracy should therefore apply. 

Personal view or authored programme 
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The Committee noted that the complainant stated that some of the script towards the end 
of programme two (Fightback) had gone beyond being a history of climate change and a 
discussion of scientific issues to, as the complainant put it: 

“the explicit policy advocacy of dealing with global warming by making petrol more 
expensive. Even if you accept that carbon dioxide leads to dangerous global 
warming, there are many other policy options – ranging from free-air capture of 
carbon dioxide to geo-engineering – that could be pursued, as well as a range of 
different funding methods.” 

The complainant said that this amounted to the presenter giving his own views and 
opinions about policy which breaches the BBC guidelines, specifically: 

“Our … presenters … may provide professional judgments but may not express 
personal opinions on matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy.” 

The Committee then considered what was said by the presenter, Dr Iain Stewart during 
programme two: 

“I wish there was no such thing as global warming. Because taking action to 
prevent climate change is going to affect all our lives and mean giving up some of 
our freedom. The freedom to go anywhere, to do anything. To consume whatever 
you want, when you want. The freedom of an open road, and a car full of cheap 
petrol." 

The Committee then noted what the executive producer, Jonathan Renouf, said when 
rebutting this element of the complaint: 

“Iain makes a statement that taking action to prevent climate change is going to 
affect all our lives (true) and mean giving up some of our freedom. He then goes 
on to give an illustrative example of the kind of freedoms that we may well have 
to give up in order to tackle climate change. He doesn't ‘advocate’ the policy of 
putting up the price of petrol. In fact, he doesn't advocate anything. He is 
describing the kind of limitations that may well be ahead as society decides to 
tackle greenhouse gas emissions.”  

The Committee also noted the executive producer’s opinion on whether this was a 
personal view or authored programme within the meaning of the guidelines: 

“It was not a ‘personal view’ programme, but it was authored in the sense that 
Iain’s own reactions to the debate and his personal sense of the importance of the 
issues at stake were significant parts of the series.”  

He explained why Dr Stewart had been asked to present the programme: 

“Iain was chosen to present the series because he is an authoritative – and 
popular – voice of science. As somebody who is used to studying the behaviour of 
the planet over long time periods he has the ability to put anthropogenic global 
warming (AGW) in an interesting perspective.”  

The Committee appreciated that Dr Stewart’s personal interest in the subject was 
apparent – and transparent – throughout. It noted that the whole series started with him 
on the beach with his children and that the series was very largely based on his pieces to 
camera and that he was present on all the locations and was used in studio as a way of 
mediating library material and graphical information. 

But the Committee did not conclude from this that this was a “personal view” programme. 
It concluded that the programme was intended to be accessible, popularising science, and 
that sequences such as the presenter playing on the beach or driving along an American 
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highway, were techniques used by the production team to make connections and to help 
explain complex issues. 

The programme was presented by a scientist in order to examine the history of the 
controversies over climate change in a more authoritative way. The Committee was 
satisfied that the presenter did not express his personal views on matters of public policy 
or political or industrial controversy and that there had been no breach of the guidelines. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld.  

The Committee then considered the specific scientific issues the complainant raised: 

 

The use of the Bristlecone Pine as a climate proxy 

The Committee noted the complainant considered the use of the Bristlecone Pine as a 
climate proxy as controversial and that he supported his point by detailed arguments. 

The Committee noted that the filming of climate proxies in programme 2 largely 
concerned the Bristlecone Pines. The Committee also noted what the script said about the 
usefulness of the Bristlecone Pines as a proxy for climate measurement:  

“But of course this only tells you about conditions in this one place.” 

The Committee also noted that the script in Episode 2 went on to mention other proxies 
from different places: 

“But of course this only tells you about the conditions in this one place so Michael 
Mann and his team needed to find other temperature proxies from all around the 
world … places that could tell them what the temperature really was as far back as 
the Medieval Warm Period … they searched the world getting data from other 
proxies … like corals from the Red Sea … and ancient layers of snow from the 
mountains of Peru…” 

The Committee also noted Dr Stainforth’s comment, while recognising that he was not 
claiming to be an expert on the use of these proxies: 

“On the bristlecone pine – this seems like a detailed argument about one type of 
proxy … I understood the aim was to explain what proxies are. I thought it did this 
very clearly and effectively. To go into detailed debates about which are better and 
which can be used for what purpose would certainly be beyond the scope of the 
programme. The most significant issue – which applies to virtually all proxies – is 
that they are very local. They only tell you about a particular point on the earth. 
So the biggest problem is reconstructing something indicative of the whole planet 
or a large part of it. That was correctly brought out in the programme. If there is 
only time to bring out one issue about proxies that was the one to focus on. 

The Committee also noted material from the Climatic Research Unit: 

“Analyses of over 400 proxy climate series (from trees, corals, ice cores and 
historical records) show that the 1990s is the warmest decade of the millennium 
and the 20th century the warmest century. The warmest year of the millennium 
was likely 1998, and the coldest was probably (but with much greater uncertainty) 
1601.” 

The ESC concluded that, although there are debates about the validity of the use of the 
Bristlecone Pine, it was duly accurate and duly impartial in a popular science history 
programme to use that as the filmed example of the use of climate proxies while referring 
to the existence and use of many other climate proxies. It appreciated that there had 
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been considerable debate about the use of the Bristlecone Pine as the complainant had 
pointed out in his comments. However, the Committee concluded that it was also valid to 
film this illustrative proxy because it had been one of those originally used by Michael 
Mann in his original paper and was therefore pertinent both to the creation of the Hockey 
Stick graph itself and to the debate about its validity that followed.  

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

 

The Satellite Temperature Record 

The Committee noted that the complainant criticised the assertion in the programme that 
the discrepancy between the satellite temperature record and data from thermometers on 
earth was resolved by errors found in the satellite data. 

The Committee noted the full transcript of the relevant parts of programme 2 including 
the clips of an interview with Dr Roy Spencer, one of the originators of the satellite data. 
This is the concluding part of that section: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

So it looked like the temperature had cooled when it hadn’t. Once this was pointed 
out … even the scientists behind the original calculations admitted they were 
wrong.  

 

Dr Roy Spencer (DRS): 

I think it is a little embarrassing for scientists when someone shows that they’re 
wrong on something. So yes it is a little embarrassing when somebody finds an 
error in your data.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (DIS): 

Oh I mean you’ve got to feel for him, I mean I’d be absolutely mortified if I had to 
admit a high profile mistake like that.  

 

DIS: 

For me the important thing is that Spencer admitted he’d made a mistake.  When 
the error was pointed out to him he redid his calculations and right enough he 
came up with a rather different answer.  

 

DRS: 

I think when we made that correction if I’m remembering correctly I think that we 
went from a cooling trend to a slight warming trend. And then ever since then it’s 
been a warming trend actually by sort of ever increasing amounts.   

 

Dr Spencer’s changed opinions are reinforced by the Royal Society’s booklet, Climate 
Change Controversies: A Simple Guide: 
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“Some have argued that climate change, as a result of human activities, isn't 
happening because early measurements taken from satellites and weather 
balloons seemed to show that virtually no warming was happening in the 
troposphere. However, this has been found to be due to errors in the data. 
Satellites were found, for example, to be slowing and dropping in orbit slightly, 
leading to inconsistencies in their measurements. Variations between the 
instruments onboard different satellites also led to discrepancies – a problem that 
has also been found with weather balloons. Furthermore, a mathematical error in 
one of the original analyses of satellite data meant that it showed less warming in 
the troposphere. However, once adjustments are made to take account of these 
and other issues, the warming in the troposphere is shown to be broadly 
consistent with the temperature trends we see at the earth's surface.” 

The Committee had not expected the programme nor its adviser to attempt to recalculate 
the data themselves and did not think this was necessary for a consideration of the 
accuracy of a television programme for a general audience. The Committee noted that the 
Earth: Climate Wars team had interviewed the scientist who did the original work. He said 
in the interview that there were errors. The Royal Society in its briefing agreed with him. 
The Committee was therefore satisfied that, given what was under discussion was a 
television programme for a general audience, not a thesis, nor a peer-reviewed article in a 
scientific journal, sufficient detail had been provided to inform the audience of the 
background to this issue.  

The Committee also noted specific advice from Dr Peter Thorne, an expert scientist at the 
Meteorological Office’s Hadley Centre who has published widely in Nature and other peer-
reviewed journals about measuring using satellites. He added to the debate over data 
from satellites from personal experience as well as expertise: 

“With regards to the specifics of the complaint, having been sat in the same room 
(a drafting meeting for the CCSP report in Chicago O'Hare Hilton) at the time that 
the ‘error’ was discovered I would describe it as highly significant. It was a sign 
error in the correction term for the diurnal drift that had been applied, which can 
hardly be termed trivial, and led to trend estimate changes of the order 
of 0.1K/decade in some latitudes. The error was latitudinally dependent. It led to 
more warming at low latitudes and less at high latitudes and led to a better match 
with the surface data and theoretical expectations at all latitudes. The effect in the 
tropics is given in panel C of Figure 5.6 of the CCSP report the 
complainant quotes and can clearly be seen to be 0.05K/decade – as large or 
larger than the then published 95% error bars for the trend from this product 
(0.05K/decade) (Christy et al., 2003). It is to the great credit of Spencer and 
colleagues that they recognised this error and corrected it so quickly and honestly.” 

The Committee noted that Dr Thorne answered a specific question about the data set 
which concerned the complainant: 

“Where both the programme to some extent and the complainant fall down in 
their portrayal of the issue is that the real shift in our understanding came from 
new independent datasets both from satellites and weather balloons. It was the 
production of the Remote Sensing Systems product that led to the highlighting of 
the error. If the programme had focused on this broader aspect rather than the 
single issue of an error in the original satellite series it would have been more 
comprehensive and less open to accusations of partisanship (I am not suggesting 
it was explicitly partisan – I think how it handles the specific diurnal adjustments 
issue at hand is fair and accurate). However, it would have reached the same over-
arching conclusion (a conclusion consistent both with CCSP and IPCC) and the 
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material given is factually accurate so I do not see how this is directly germane to 
the complaint in hand. 

“The data are constantly examined and re-examined, and there have been 
significant developments since the programme. These serve primarily to illustrate 
the substantial uncertainty in records from both satellites and weather balloons 
(and to some extent the surface). By appropriate cherry picking and largely ad hoc 
decision making it is possible to construct a strawman to the effect that the 
discrepancy really exists, or equally plausibly that it cannot possibly exist. A holistic 
approach says it might, it might not. That's science for you – it’s uncertain. We 
never made these measurements for climate purposes and they are 
fundamentally a mess for monitoring of upper-air temperatures (or any other 
upper-air variables). Certainly, if the issue were first raised today then there would 
be no controversy given our state of understanding.” 

The ESC decided the part of the programme on satellite data and its reconciliation with 
other data was duly accurate and impartial. It was a narrative of what had happened and 
explained why scientists now believe what they do. 

The Committee agreed that the broad veracity of the programme had been confirmed by 
Dr Thorne. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

Finding: Not upheld 
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 7, 14 & 21 
September 2008 
 

1. Background to the series 

“Presented by Dr Iain Stewart, BBC Two’s new three-part series, Earth: The Climate Wars, 
is a thorough and definitive guide to the history of climate change” (BBC press release) 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

In the complainant’s initial letter of complaint dated 11 November 2008 he described the 
overall series as “onesided”: 

“Views alternative to anthropogenic global warming orthodoxy (AGW) [man-made 
global warming caused by the gradual increase of the temperature of the earth's 
lower atmosphere as a result of the increase in greenhouse gases produced by 
industrialisation] will be misrepresented, airbrushed or belittled. Even though, 
tellingly, swathes of evidence are omitted, the three episodes ... are replete with 
distortion, misrepresentation and suppression of the countervailing data.” 

In this letter and in later correspondence with BBC News at stage 2 the complainant set 
out 21 points of complaint about the series: 

Programme 1: The Battle Begins 

1. The complainant believed that Professor Stephen Schneider was an inappropriate 
interviewee. He complained the programme did not make clear who/what he 
represents. The complainant suggested that Professor Schneider promoted 
“extreme environmentalist claims” and the programme had been flagrantly biased 
when putting him forward as an objective disinterested scientist. 

2. The complainant stated that it was inaccurate for the programme to suggest that 
the rise in CO2 was undisputed evidence in the global warming debate. He 
suggested that the rise in CO2 was evidence of nothing more than the atmosphere 
was marginally altering the mix of its chemical constituents. 

3. The complainant believed the inclusion of the candle flame demonstration to 
highlight the effects of increased CO2 in the atmosphere was “inaccurate and 
misleading”.  

4. The complainant stated that alternative explanations for the rise in CO2 were not 
reflected in the programme. The complainant pointed to the ice core analysis that 
demonstrates that global temperature changes drive changes in atmospheric CO2 

concentrations “not the other way about”. 

5. He believed that the programme’s reference to cooling in the 1950s and 1960s due 
to the use of aerosols was based on “no more than a speculative explanation from 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)”. He believed there was no 
empirical evidence to support the theory. 

6. He claimed that the programme was “inaccurate and prejudicial” when claiming 
that the summer of 1976 came as a fatal blow to the previous global cooling 
hypothesis. He asked why a decade of temperature stasis/decline in the face of 
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rising CO2 concentrations had not correspondingly undermined the CO2 warming 
hypothesis. 

7. The complainant said that the programme did not refer to the recasting in 2007 of 
“the entire 20th century temperature record for the USA,” which had found that 
1934 not 1998 was the hottest year of the century, and ten of the hottest years 
occurred prior to the 1970s. 

8. He believed it was biased of the programme to describe those who disagreed with 
taking action to prevent climate change as “a band of maverick scientists 
supported by powerful businesses and politicians”. 

Programme 2: Fightback 

9. The complainant believed it was inaccurate for the programme to suggest that 
global warming was “the defining challenge of the 21st century.” The complainant 
listed a series of alternative challenges. 

10. He stated it was inaccurate for the presenter to suggest that “climate change 
sceptics had turned global warming into the most hotly debated issue that science 
has ever seen”. 

11. The complainant believed the programme was far too simplistic when suggesting 
the issue was simply “is the world getting hotter or not?” 

12. The complainant believed that the suggestion that Las Vegas was one of the 20th 
century’s greatest achievements was inaccurate. 

13. The complainant believed the programme wilfully misrepresented quotations from 
high profile sceptics. 

14. The complainant suggested that in misrepresenting the sceptic view the 
programme had, by extension, concluded that satellite data was unreliable and 
that the Hockey Stick was vindicated. The complainant also stated that the 
programme had shown bias by omitting information that related to the discrediting 
of the Hockey Stick. [The disputed Hockey Stick graph is so-named because of its 
shape. It is intended to chart estimates of mean temperature changes over the 
last 1,000 years in the Northern Hemisphere and shows a sharp rise in 
temperature in the last century. The graph is disputed.]  

15. The complainant believed the programme inaccurately presented the correlation 
between sunspots and global mean temperature. 

16. The complainant stated that it was inaccurate for the programme to suggest that 
the planet had reached record temperatures as there had been no statistically 
significant rise in global mean temperatures since 1995, and most of the present 
century, had been marked by a declining trend. 

17. The complainant stated it was inaccurate for the programme to suggest that given 
the scientific evidence on global warming “it has become harder and harder to 
claim that there’s any real scientific disagreement on the core issues”. The 
complainant pointed out that “an enormous weight of published scientific papers 
question rather than affirm the AGW orthodoxy”. 

18. He claimed the programme was inaccurate to suggest that some sceptics claim 
that the evidence for the whole global warming theory is fraudulent. The 
complainant pointed out that in science no question is ever settled and pointed to 
a letter from the President of the Royal Society to support his point. 
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Programme 3: Fight for the future 

19. The complainant claimed that the programme had been inaccurate to state that 
the last 30 years had seen an “epic battle over climate change”. He stated that for 
the last 20 years or more there has been no debate worthy of the name and that 
there has been a systemic undermining of scientific discipline and rigour to further 
a “propagandist agenda”. 

20. The complainant stated that the programme was inaccurate in its assessment of 
the Arctic icecap. The complainant noted that the presenter had not explained to 
viewers that the Greenland icecap is getting thicker. He also noted that while some 
glaciers are retracting others are expanding. 

BBC Information replied on 6 January 2009 including the views of the programme team. 
The reply noted that the intention of the series was to show how scientists had arrived at 
their current understanding of AGW. The reply noted that the series was “a piece of 
science history”. The reply also did not accept that its approach had been biased or 
politically motivated. The reply noted that the overwhelming majority of climate scientists 
believed the three basic propositions: 

• The earth’s climate is in a warming trend 

• That this warming trend was largely the result of human emissions of 
greenhouse gases 

• That if human emissions of greenhouse gases continue to rise, then the 
climate will continue to warm 

The complainant replied on 12 January 2009 setting out his twenty-first point: 

21. The three basic propositions cited by the programme team as believed by the 
majority of scientists (and set out above) were, in his opinion, wrong. He believes 
that the opposite may well be true.  

Stage 2 

The complainant’s response to BBC Information’s reply was sent to BBC News and then on 
to BBC Vision who produced the programme, BBC Vision noted that it had nothing further 
to add. The reply was then passed to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) to investigate 
and reply. 

The ECU replied on 2 March 2009 with its finding. The ECU did not uphold the complaint. 
In its reply the ECU firstly responded to the issue of the impartiality of the series overall.  

The ECU noted and agreed with the position taken by Ofcom, following its decision on 
“The Great Global Warming Swindle” (Channel 4 – 2007)7, with regard to the issue of 
AGW i.e. that there was a very broad consensus in the “political arena” which accepted 
the scientific theory of man-made global warming and, as such, did not consider the 
matter of political or industrial controversy or a matter relating to current public policy. 
The ECU explained that the series did not attempt to engage with the question of what 
policies might be appropriate to deal with climate change. It noted that it was a science 
documentary looking at the history of how ideas about climate change developed. The 
ECU also noted that, even though the programme was not talking about matters 
concerning political and/or industrial controversy, it had not ignored the arguments put 
forward by sceptics – and that they had been discussed in detail in the second and third 
programmes of the series. 

                                                
7 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/obb/prog_cb/obb114/ 
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The ECU then addressed the individual points of complaint: 

1. The ECU suggested that no choice of interviewee on its own was sufficient to 
indicate bias. The inclusion of Professor Schneider did not indicate bias in favour of 
AGW, nor did the inclusion of Professor Ball and Professor Michaels, who were 
described as sceptics, indicate bias against the theory of AGW. 

2. Regarding comments in the programme concerning the rise in CO2, the ECU was 
satisfied that references were accurate, putting in a different way the same point 
put forward by the complainant i.e. the atmosphere is marginally altering the mix 
of its chemical constituents. 

3. The ECU was satisfied that it was not inaccurate for the programme to refer to the 
candle flame experiment. The ECU had found in the course of its investigation that 
in modern scientific work, accepted by the majority of scientists, there is a link 
between the observed increase in carbon dioxide concentration and global 
warming. 

4. The ECU was satisfied, having noted the response of the series producer and 
information published by the Royal Society, that the suggestion that changes in 
atmospheric CO2 drive temperature change was duly accurate.  

5. The ECU was also satisfied that the reference to the use of aerosols in the 1950s 
and 1960s was accurate. The ECU referred in its decision to comments made by 
the executive producer and to a paper entitled “Climate Response to Increasing 
Levels of Greenhouse Gases and Sulphate Aerosols”.8 The ECU noted that the 
paper was widely cited and seems to have been accepted by the majority of 
scientists.   

6. With regard to 1976 being a fatal blow to the previous global cooling hypothesis, 
the ECU was satisfied that it had found in two sets of data from the Hadley Centre 
and GISTEMP or GISS (Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature 
Analysis) that, overall, temperatures had continued to rise over the last ten years. 

7. With regard to the claim that the entire 20th century temperature record had been 
recast by GISS in 2007 the ECU found that the GISS report of 2007 did not apply 
to the entire 20th century but to several years in the 21st century. The ECU also 
found that the GISS report noted that the change only affected a small part of the 
earth’s surface and that global records stood as before.  

8. The ECU was satisfied that the reference to climate sceptics as mavericks was not 
biased as the use of the word “maverick” was not used pejoratively. The ECU 
evidenced its view by referring to the dictionary definition of the word “maverick” 
which it found meant “a person of independent or unorthodox views”. The ECU 
was satisfied that this seemed a fair description of scientists who were opposed to 
the consensus on any subject. 

9. The ECU considered the presenter’s phrase that global warming was “the defining 
challenge of the 21st century” a statement of professional judgment. As such, it 
was open for others to disagree, but that the use of the phrase in itself did not 
mean it was inaccurate. 

10. The ECU said that the “temperature of the debate” had been raised by sceptics’ 
use of terms such as “fraud” and “deliberately bent” and it was duly accurate to 
say so.   

                                                
8 http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v376/n6540/abs/376501a0.html 
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11. The ECU was satisfied that the presenter’s comment that climate measurement 
was a simple question of “is the world getting hotter or not?”, “was no more than 
a statement of the obvious”. The ECU acknowledged that the taking of 
temperature is difficult, but the phrase in itself did not undermine the principle.   

12. As to whether it was inaccurate to describe Las Vegas as one of the 20th century’s 
greatest achievements was dismissed by the ECU as a light hearted comment in a 
programme about climate change. 

13. The ECU dismissed the complainant’s view that the account of the change to the 
University of Alabama’s analysis of satellite data (given in an interview with Dr Roy 
Spencer) was inaccurate. The ECU noted what Dr Roy Spencer had said and that 
as one of the two principal scientists behind the data series he was entitled to his 
view. The ECU supported this point with material published by the US Climate 
Change Science Program and the Royal Society’s guide to climate change 
controversies9.  

14. With regard to the series’ reference to the Hockey Stick, the ECU noted that: 

“although the programme did not refer explicitly to criticisms ... it did make 
clear that the original Hockey Stick had come under intense criticism, and 
that criticism came from both scientific analysis and from campaigners ... 
and the programme acknowledged there was a Medieval Warm Period.” 

The ECU did not, therefore, agree with the complainant that the programme had 
been either inaccurate or biased. The ECU considered the reference to this theory 
as being appropriately constructed for a general audience. 

15. As to the programme’s references to solar activity, the ECU was satisfied that the 
programme had accurately referred to data on the correlation of sunspots and 
global mean temperature. The ECU noted that the programme had considered 
data that had gone beyond 1980, which showed that:  

“while there [was] evidence of a link between solar activity and some of 
the warming in the early 20th century, measurements from satellites show 
that there has been very little change in underlying solar activity in the last 
30 years ... and so this cannot account for the recent rises we have seen in 
global temperatures.”10 

16. As to the complainant’s view that it was inaccurate to have stated that we have 
reached record temperatures, the ECU referred the complainant to a GISS graph 
which showed that the trend remains upward. 

17. The ECU also dismissed the complainant’s view that there is an enormous weight 
of published scientific papers that question rather than affirm AGW. The ECU 
stated that the complainant had offered no evidence to support this view. The ECU 
also compared two recent climate change conferences: in Copenhagen (The 
International Scientific Congress on Climate Change) and in New York (Heartland 
Conference – a gathering of AGW sceptics). The ECU noted that the former 
received 1600 scientific contributions, while the Heartland Institute’s “own 
description of attendees demonstrates many – perhaps most – of them are not 
scientists”. 

                                                
9 http://royalsociety.org/Report_WF.aspx?pageid=8030&terms=Climate+change+controversies 
10 Quote from Climate Change Controversies – A Simple Guide by the Royal Society 
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18. The ECU also dismissed the complainant’s view that the science is not settled on 
global warming. The ECU noted that the complainant had referred to scientists 
such as Newton, Darwin and Einstein suggesting their work contains unsettled 
questions. In reply, the ECU suggested that “...in the relevant fields there is 
enough evidence to proceed on the basis that, for all practical purposes, the 
science is settled”. 

19. With regard to the complaint that it was inaccurate to suggest that there had been 
an epic 30 year battle over climate change, the ECU concluded it was not 
inaccurate. The ECU accepted that the debate now involved far more people but 
considered that this was due to the rise of blogging. 

20. The ECU also disagreed with the complainant’s view that the series’ reference to 
Arctic icecaps was inaccurate. The ECU noted published data from the National 
Snow and Ice Data Centre which supported the views expressed by the series’ 
executive producer. 

21. As to the accuracy of the reference to an overwhelming majority of scientists 
supporting climate change, the ECU replied that the complainant had not provided 
any evidence which suggested the comment was inaccurate and that all the 
studies the ECU had seen supported the proposition.  

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

In the complainant’s letter of appeal to the ESC of 14 April 2009 he reiterated his 
complaints concerning points (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (13), (14), (20) and (21). He also 
raised some additional remarks on some specific points: 

With regard to the inclusion of Professor Schneider the complainant stated that his 
inclusion did not constitute bias. What constituted bias to the complainant was that the 
programme did not make Professor Schneider’s agenda clear. 

The candle flame demonstration used as an analogue for the atmosphere was “plainly 
risible”. 

The interviews with Dr Roy Spencer and other Heartland attendees occupied only four 
minutes of three one hour programmes. The complainant also stated that “all the 
interviewees who were broadcast were carefully edited to give a totally misleading 
impression of their views/putative concessions”. 

On 29 May 2009 the Complaints Manager for the BBC Trust wrote to the complainant to 
explain that preparation of the appeal would be delayed pending a resolution of a fairness 
complaint to Ofcom about the series from another complainant. The fairness complaint 
was not upheld by Ofcom. The Ofcom finding can be found at: 

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/obb/prog_cb/obb139/Issue139.pdf  

 

3.   Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 
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For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible.  

• checking and cross checking the facts.  

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material.  

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible.  

 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on 
current affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting. 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply.  

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects.  

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality.  

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters.  
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• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 

• we should not automatically assume that academics and journalists from other 
organisations are impartial and make it clear to our audience when 
contributors are associated with a particular viewpoint.  

Achieving impartiality 

Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as "due impartiality". It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

Controversial subjects 

In the United Kingdom controversial subjects are issues of significance for the whole of 
the country, such as elections, or highly contentious new legislation on the eve of a crucial 
Commons vote, or a UK wide public sector strike. 

In the global context, some controversial subjects such as national elections or 
referendums will obviously have varying degrees of global significance but will be of great 
sensitivity in that country or region in which they are taking place. We should always 
remember that much of the BBC's output is now available in most countries across the 
world. 

We must ensure a wide range of significant views and perspectives are given due weight 
in the period during which a controversial subject is active. Opinion should be clearly 
distinguished from fact. When the issues involved are highly controversial and/or a 
decisive moment in the controversy is expected we will sometimes need to ensure that all 
of the main views are reflected in our output. This may mean featuring them in a single 
programme, or even a single item. 

 

4.   The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report – which included expert advice 
from David Stainforth, a climate change modeller and senior research fellow at the 
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at the LSE – and 
subsequent submissions from the complainant.  

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
accuracy and impartiality. 

The Committee first discussed whether the series should be considered as a controversial 
subject under the “controversial subjects” guideline, requiring special consideration under 
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the impartiality provisions. The Committee then went on to consider the ten specific 
complaints made about the programme in the appeal to the Trust. 

1. Stephen Schneider 

2. Candle flame debate 

3. Ice core analysis 

4. Aerosols 

5. Temperature stasis 

6. Temperature of the debate 

7. Hockey stick graph 

8. Dr Roy Spencer 

9. Arctic sea ice 

10. Copenhagen conference 

 

Controversial subjects 

The Committee noted that the ECU at stage 2 of the complaints process took the view 
that, following the Ofcom decision on “The Great Global Warming Swindle” (Channel 4 – 
2007), Anthropogenic Global Warming could no longer be seen as a “controversial 
subject” within the meaning of the Communications Act 2003 and the Ofcom Broadcasting 
Code.  

The Committee was also aware that the BBC Trust report “From Seesaw to Wagon Wheel: 
Safeguarding Impartiality in the 21st century” by John Bridcut11 for the BBC Executive and 
Trust covered the conclusions of a BBC seminar which concluded that “…the weight of 
evidence no longer justifies equal space being given to the opponents of the consensus. 
But these dissenters (or even sceptics) will still be heard, as they should, because it is not 
the BBC’s role to close down this debate.”  

The Committee also took account of the fact that the Royal Society – probably the most 
reputable organisation of scientists in the UK – in its guide to climate change for non-
scientists, “Climate Change Controversies: A Simple Guide” (2007) seems to agree: 

“Our scientific understanding of climate change is sufficiently sound to make us 
highly confident that greenhouse gas emissions are causing global warming. 
Science moves forward by challenge and debate and this will continue. However, 
none of the current criticisms of climate science, nor the alternative explanations 
of global warming are well enough founded to make not taking any action the 
wise choice.”12 

The Committee also noted that all three of the larger British political parties have 
accepted man-made climate change as a reality in their latest policy statements. 

Labour’s Hilary Benn is Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs: 

“There is no doubt about it – climate change is the biggest challenge facing the 
world today. Climate change is already happening – the hottest ten years on 
record globally have all been since 1990.” 

                                                
11 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/our_work/other/century21.shtml 
12 http://royalsociety.org/Report_WF.aspx?pageid=8030&terms=Climate+change+controversies 
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A Conservative Party policy document on the environment: 

“There is clear evidence of global warming. Global temperatures rose by 0.6 
degrees in the 20th century. Eleven of the last twelve years (1995-2006) rank 
among the twelve warmest years in the instrumental record of global surface 
temperature. 

1 Arctic sea ice may have fallen by as much as 50 per cent from the 1950s. 

2 The costs of global warming are increasing” 

And the Liberal Democrats’ line, as expressed by Chris Huhne MP: 

“We all know that climate change is real. The time for talking has passed, the time 
for action is now.” 

UKIP’s position, the Committee noted, was more equivocal: 

“…the contribution of anthropogenic gases to global warming is less clear-cut than 
the Government recognises. Pending upgraded data, we would not allow 
greenhouse gas emission targets to dominate our policies. However, we should 
reduce dependence on fossil fuels as a conservation and anti-pollution measure, 
and this would have the concomitant effect of reducing carbon dioxide emissions.” 

Of the other parties, both Plaid Cymru and the SNP accept AGW, the SNP to such an 
extent that a radical climate change act received royal assent last summer. Then Stewart 
Stevenson, Minister for Climate Change in the Scottish Government, said: 

“The Scottish Government recognises that climate change will have far reaching 
effects on Scotland's economy, its people and its environment and is determined to 
play its part in rising to this challenge.” 

The Committee also noted what Plaid Cymru expressed in their policy statements on their 
website: 

“Human activity is responsible for climate change. Greenhouse gases, such as 
carbon dioxide (CO2) are produced and released into the atmosphere as a result of 
our everyday behaviour. For example by burning fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas to 
create energy to heat and light our homes and to power our transport. Vast areas 
of the world's forests which could help absorb this CO2 are also being destroyed.” 

The Committee decided that its position remained in line with the Trust’s endorsement of 
the report by John Bridcut for the BBC “From Seesaw to Wagon Wheel: Safeguarding 
Impartiality in the 21st Century” (2007) which concluded that there is a broad scientific 
consensus that climate change is definitely happening, and that it is at least 
predominantly man-made and that the impartiality guideline does not require equal 
prominence to be given to those disagreeing with the assertion that human actions have 
been responsible for global warming. The Committee agreed that this does not mean that 
the debate should be closed down or that the sceptic’s view should not be given air time. 

The Committee agreed that, while the science behind AGW was not “controversial” in the 
sense that the vast majority of scientists and politicians agree on what is occurring despite 
an articulate sceptical minority, there was still controversy over what this meant in policy 
terms. The Committee agreed, however, that as this series of programmes was about the 
history of the climate change debate rather than the policy options resulting from an 
acceptance of AGW, the Controversial Subjects provision in the guidelines did not apply.   

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 
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Turning to the individual elements of the complaint, the Committee considered that the 
provisions of “due” accuracy and impartiality should therefore apply. 

1. Professor Stephen Schneider  

The Committee noted that the complainant had argued that it was not the inclusion of an 
interview with Professor Schneider that had constituted bias. Rather he had objected to 
the programme not making it explicitly clear that Stephen Schneider had an agenda. He 
said this made the programme wilfully inaccurate. 

The Committee noted the script referring to Stephen Schneider: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It seemed to make perfect sense. Some of the brightest young scientists of the 
day signed up to the new theory. One of them was Steve Schneider. In a famous 
paper in 1971, he said that global temperatures could decrease by over three 
degrees and he pointed out that if this happened, it could be enough to trigger a 
new ice age. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It all seemed to fit together. The climate was cooling and there was a theory to 
explain why. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

But it didn’t last. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (Presenter) 

There’s a saying in science along the lines of “there’s nothing so sad as a beautiful 
theory destroyed by an ugly fact” and in 1976, along came an ugly fact.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

The summer of 1976 broke all records.  

 

TV Presenter: 

Blazing heat and woodland fires have destroyed hundreds of acres of Surrey in the 
last two days.  

 

Radio Announcer: 

If water isn’t saved in the home, jobs will be affected.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 
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As it happens, I remember the summer of 1976 really well. I was 12 and I was on 
a family holiday to Llandudno and I remember it for two reasons. One was my 
brother got pooed on by a seagull. Still makes me chuckle, that. But the second 
was, it was just so damn hot. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating) 

And not just here. Across the world, 30 years of cooling came to an abrupt end. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating) 

The planet began to warm up and as the warming trend strengthened, it became 
clear that the science behind the ice age theory was flawed. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

For the scientists who had been associated with the coming ice age, it was a 
chastening experience. 

 

Professor Stephen Schneider: 

Well nobody likes to be wrong but remember I never said “I predict that we’re 
going to induce an ice age”. What I said was “under these assumptions, this is 
what you get”. Other scientists say that could trigger an ice age. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

You know, it’s easy to criticise Schneider, but to me there was nothing wrong in 
what he did. This is how science works – you’ve got a theory, you look for 
evidence, if the evidence doesn’t fit, you change the theory. The ice age theory 
was based on what was known at the time. When new data came in, Schneider 
changed his mind. Think he deserves a bit of credit for that. 

 

The Committee noted that the series executive producer, Jonathan Renouf, thought there 
had been an adequate introduction to Professor Schneider: 

“He was shown making an error, given a chance to explain his error, and Iain then 
commented that this was exactly what science was about. What more should we 
have said about him?” 

The Committee also noted that the point made by the complainant refers to a series of 
fairly acrimonious debates that Stephen Schneider, now Professor of Environmental 
Biology and Global Change at Stanford University had with the sceptics. It was alleged (as 
the complainant now alleges) that in October 1989 in a Discover Magazine interview he 
advocated stretching scientific certainties when interacting with the public in order to 
persuade people to take action over climate change. Professor Schneider has always 
refuted this and said his views have been mis-represented. 

Jonathan Renouf said he had thought it unnecessary to say anything more about 
Professor Schneider because at the point he appears in the story (the early 1970s) he was 
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indeed just a scientist who got something wrong and was prepared to admit that he had 
made a mistake. He pointed out that Professor Schneider had not appeared at any other 
point in the series and doubted if most people watching Earth: Climate Wars would feel 
that his credibility had been enhanced by the programme clips. 

The Committee concluded that there had been no need for any further introduction of 
Stephen Schneider because the point he had been discussing was specific and historical. 
The Committee said the sequence showed how science changed, with the admission of 
error leading to the emendation of hypothesis, which is how scientific method worked and 
that it required no further explanation. The Committee considered this element of the 
programme was duly accurate and impartial with regard to the omission of information 
regarding allegations about Professor Schneider’s credibility and his rejection of those 
allegations.  

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

2. Candle flame debate 

The appellant complained that: 

“The demonstration of the heat absorbing effect of carbon dioxide, using a candle, 
a chamber filled with carbon dioxide and an infra red camera, inaccurately implies 
a linear relationship between carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere and 
warming of the planet.” 

The Committee took into account that there had been considerable debate between the 
complainant and the BBC during the complaints process about the relationship between 
carbon dioxide concentration and the warming of the planet. It would consider the 
programme as broadcast, taking into account the impact upon a viewer of a general 
science history programme. 

The relevant part of the transcript from Programme 1 says: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

The significance of Keeling’s discovery is simple because carbon dioxide is a 
remarkable gas.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

I can show you how carbon dioxide affects earth’s climate using this heat sensitive 
or infrared camera which is powering away here, a candle, this glass tube, which is 
hooked up to this rather large canister of carbon dioxide gas. Now if I light the 
candle, you’ll see that on the monitor the camera picks up a flame perfectly. Look 
at that. The hottest parts are glowing white. Now watch what happens when I 
turn on the carbon dioxide.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Just keep your eye on the flame.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 
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The gas is invisible, so you don’t see it fill in the tube, but as it comes in, you 
should see the candle start to disappear. There it goes. Look at that.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

What’s happening is that the carbon dioxide in the tube is effectively trapping the 
heat.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

The candle’s warmth no longer reaches the camera. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Instead, it’s absorbed by the carbon dioxide inside the tube. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

That’s exactly how carbon dioxide works in the atmosphere. It traps heat, 
preventing it from escaping into space, and warms the atmosphere in the process. 
The more carbon dioxide there is in the air, the more heat is trapped. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

This is the greenhouse effect. 

 

The Committee noted the comment by David Stainforth on this sequence: 

“The candle flame demonstration was to my mind one of the best parts of a good 
series. It illustrated that we KNOW how CO2 interacts with visible and longwave 
radiation differently. It lets one through and absorbs the other. We know this 
because we can do the experiment in the laboratory – as Dr Stewart did. It 
showed that based on basic physics and chemistry increasing atmospheric CO2 

should lead to greater absorption of outgoing longwave radiation. (And therefore 
global warming.) It was basic, clear and relevant.” 

The Committee decided that the candle flame demonstration did not imply a linear 
relationship between carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere and global warming. 
The Committee concluded that the programme used an experiment to help viewers 
understand the role of CO2 – as a science teacher might do.  

The Committee was satisfied that the demonstration showing how carbon dioxide 
absorbed heat was duly accurate and impartial within the context of a television 
programme on science history for a general audience.   

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

3. Ice core analysis 
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The Committee understood that the thrust of the complaint was that ice core analyses 
and other temperature proxies such as sea or lake bed cores “demonstrate beyond much 
doubt that global temperature changes drive changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
not the other way about” and to suggest otherwise is inaccurate. 

The Committee then considered what the the Royal Society’s “Climate Change 
Controversies – A Simple Guide” said on this issue:  

“It is true that the fluctuations in temperatures that caused the ice ages were 
initiated by changes in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun which, in turn, drove 
changes in levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. This is backed up by data 
from ice cores which show that rises in temperature came first, and were then 
followed by rises in levels of carbon dioxide up to several hundred years later … 
increased levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere then further enhanced 
warming, creating a ‘positive feedback’. 

In contrast to this natural process, we know that the recent steep increase in the level of 
carbon dioxide ... is not the result of natural factors. This is because by chemical analysis 
we can tell that the majority of this carbon dioxide has come from the burning of fossil 
fuels.” 

David Stainforth advised: 

“in the past warming has led to increased CO2. But we know that the increases in 
CO2 now are a result of anthropogenic emissions so we expect it to lead to 
warming.” 

The Committee decided it was reasonable to accept the scientific consensus on this 
matter and concluded that not including the ice core argument as set out by the 
complainant did not mean the programme failed to be duly impartial and duly accurate.  

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

4. Aerosols 

The Committee noted that the complainant argued that aerosols are “no more than a 
speculative explanation” for the cooling seen in the 50s and 60s and to suggest otherwise 
is inaccurate. 

The Committee noted that the executive producer, Jonathan Renouf, had responded by 
saying: 

“There is a huge body of literature on this, often summarised as ‘global dimming’. 
The evidence goes way beyond speculative, it is by far the dominant explanation. 
Like all explanations in this debate it’s a theory, but it’s been extensively modelled 
and I’m entirely comfortable with what we said in the series.” 

The Committee noted that in an annex to his letter to the Trust, the complainant cited the 
following from a talk given by Dr James Hansen (a known proponent of AGW) in 
Copenhagen in March 2009: 

“We do not have measurements of aerosols going back to the 1800s – we don't 
even have global measurements today. Any measurements that exist incorporate 
both forcing and feedback. Aerosol effects on clouds are very uncertain.” 

The Committee noted the relevant section from programme 1: 
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Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

But what of the cooling period in the 1950s and 60s? It turned out that for a while 
the cooling effect of soot from smoke stacked chimneys had cancelled out the 
warming caused by carbon dioxide but that didn’t last long. The relentless rise in 
carbon dioxide soon took over as the dominant factor. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

So now scientists focused on a different possibility – not a new ice age, but the 
complete opposite, global warming. 

 

The Committee noted that the American Meteorological Society formally adopted an 
agreed Information Statement on Climate Change in 2007 which said about aerosols: 

“Human activity also affects climate through changes in the number and physical 
properties of tiny particles (aerosols) suspended in the atmosphere, and through 
changes in the land surface. Aerosols arise from dust, sea salt, and air pollution. 
They absorb and redirect radiation emitted by the sun and Earth. They also modify 
the ability of clouds to reflect sunlight and to form precipitation. Most aerosols 
originating from human activity act to cool the planet and so partly counteract 
greenhouse gas effects; this effect will diminish as clean-air legislation leads to 
reduced emissions of fine aerosols.” 

The ESC considered whether the section on aerosols was duly accurate and duly impartial 
or whether it inappropriately suggested that a matter of scientific debate is more settled 
than it actually is. In coming to its finding the Committee took into account the 
complainant’s later submissions but the Committee agreed that, in the context of a 
programme on the history of the debate over Anthropogenic Global Warming, this section, 
which laid out the dominant scientific explanation, or theory, was duly accurate. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

5. Temperature stasis 

The Committee noted that the complainant had said that the programme claimed the 
summer of 1976 was a fatal blow to the previous global cooling hypothesis but the 
programme did not note that “the decade of temperature stasis/decline in the face of 
rising CO2 concentrations did not correspondingly undermine the CO2 warming 
hypothesis”. The complainant said this demonstrated bias. 

The Committee’s understanding was that the complaint was essentially arguing that if 
1976 was seen as one year that changed a thesis, the complainant thought that 1998 (the 
hottest year on record) should also be seen as the start of a cooling trend over the 
following decade rather than part of a continuum. The Committee noted that the stage 2 
response had referred to two sets of data from the Hadley Centre and GISTEMP which 
had suggested that: “Overall they both show that temperatures have continued to rise 
over the last ten years.” 

The Committee also noted that the complainant had referred back to his previous 
complaint about an online article by Roger Harrabin which the Trust did not uphold. That 
complaint also concerned temperature stasis and comments from M Jarraud, World 
Meteorological Organisation (WMO) Secretary General. 
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In this previous complaint, the complainant had objected to alterations to the online 
article and said then that the most conspicuous change related to the sentence 

“This would mean global temperatures have not risen since 1998, prompting some 
to question climate change theory.” 

which was revised to read: 

“But this year’s temperatures would still be way above the average – and we 
would soon exceed the record year of 1998 because of global warming induced by 
greenhouse gases.” 

The Committee noted that the WMO had put out a press release contemporaneous to the 
article which stated: 

Temporary La Niña’s cooling effect does not stall global warming 

GENEVA, 4 April 2008 (WMO) – The long-term upward trend of global warming, 
mostly driven by greenhouse gas emissions, is continuing.  

Global temperatures in 2008 are expected to be above the long-term average. The 
decade from 1998 to 2007 has been the warmest on record, and the global 
average surface temperature has risen by 0.74C since the beginning of the 20th 
century. 

The current La Niña event, characterized by a cooling of the sea surface in the 
central and eastern Equatorial Pacific, is a “climate anomaly” part of natural 
climate variability. This La Niña started in the third quarter of 2007 and is likely to 
persist through to the middle of 2008. It has influenced climate patterns during 
the last six months across many parts of the globe, including in the Equatorial 
Pacific, across the Indian Ocean, Asia, Africa and the Americas. 

“For detecting climate change you should not look at any particular year, but 
instead examine the trends over a sufficiently long period of time. The current 
trend of temperature globally is very much indicative of warming,” World 
Meteorological Organization Secretary-General, Mr Michel Jarraud said in response 
to media inquiries on current temperature “anomalies”. 

The Committee noted that David Stainforth commented:  

“I have some sympathy with this point but ultimately it doesn’t hold water ... With 
data for 2008 we can possibly claim that there is some levelling off. As explained 
earlier this should not be seen as undermining climate warming. Nevertheless, the 
statement about 1976 does seem like an overstatement in this context.” 

The Committee also noted that the executive producer, Jonathan Renouf, commented on 
the specific point comparing 1976 and 1998 by saying that the programme had treated 
the different dates appropriately because 1976 was the beginning of a trend and that in 
the 80s and 90s temperatures rose progressively and the trend was completely upwards. 

“I think there is a difference between the two dates: 1976 was the start of a trend 
and 1998 was a blip, not a trend. So they are not in the same category. The trend 
since 1998 is absolutely clear and upwards.” 

The Committee considered whether it was reasonable for the programme to attribute one 
big change to a specific year – 1976 without referring to 1998 or 2008 or the decade 
commencing in 1998.  

The script said: 
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Dr Iain Stewart: 

There’s a saying in science along the lines of “There’s nothing so sad as a beautiful 
theory destroyed by an ugly fact” and in 1976, along came an ugly fact.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

The summer of 1976 broke all records. 

This is tempered later on in the programme when the warming of the 1980s and 
90s is mentioned. But 1998 is not mentioned as a landmark year. 

 

The Committee noted that David Stainforth had pointed out that 2008 was still the tenth 
warmest on record and had directed the Committee to  a graph based on data compiled 
jointly by the Climatic Research Unit and the UK Met. Office Hadley Centre: 

 

 

The Committee noted that 1976 and 1998 are stand-out years and that 2008 is lower 
than the years preceding it. 

The Committee took into account the complainant’s later submissions but agreed that the 
series was both duly accurate and impartial in its treatment of stand-out years and 
temperature stasis in its discussion of the increase of global warming. The Committee 
appreciated that 1976 could be seen as significant because it had a place in popular 
memory and was the start of a trend of warmer years and that it was not necessary to 
refer to 1998 or 2008 or the decade between as a decade of temperature stasis/decline in 
the face of rising CO2 concentrations. The Committee was satisfied that in the context of 
the programme, which was looking at the scientific history of climate change, this subject 
was covered with due accuracy and impartiality. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

6. Temperature of the debate 
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The Committee noted that the complainant’s earlier concerns included a suggestion that 
the programme had contributed to raising the temperature of the debate by undermining 
those who oppose the concept of climate change. 

The Committee noted that he had said in his appeal: 

“My complaints about BBC bias are not ultimately about the underlying science. 
They are about the refusal of the BBC to treat a contentious issue of major 
importance as though no controversy or dissent could legitimately exist. In bald 
terms that is a lie, as is the suggestion made in this series that dissenters must 
necessarily be driven by disreputable motives.” 

The Committee thought the programmes had accurately reflected the bitterness of the 
dispute and the language used to convey very strongly held views. The Committee noted 
that the series had set out to chronicle the debate and had done that. The series was not 
made in order to resolve the dispute – which would have been unrealistic.  

The Committee concluded that the programmes had appropriately included the views and 
concerns of those who were opposed to AGW. The Committee was satisfied that the 
series as a chronicle of the dispute had presented the subject matter with due regard to 
the various views of those who do or do not believe in AGW. The Committee did not 
agree with the complainant that the series had exacerbated the issue or suggested that 
those who did not agree with AGW were driven by disreputable motives. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

7. Hockey stick graph 

The Committee noted that the complainant had stated: 

“The Hockey Stick is discredited, and to suggest otherwise indicates bias.”   

The Committee noted the ECU’s position. 

The ECU had responded at stage 2: 

“You do not offer any evidence to support your assertion that the ‘Hockey Stick 
was a premeditated and blatant fraud from inception’.” 

In turning down the complainant’s case, the ECU concluded that the graph had 
shortcomings (which its principal author, Michael Mann, accepted) but that criticisms had 
not convinced its author or his colleagues that the underlying message – that the warmth 
seen at the end of the 20th century is unprecedented – is incorrect. The ECU stated: 

“The question is therefore was it reported accurately in the programme, and did it 
take due account of the criticisms made of it. In the script, Dr Stewart describes 
the graph: 

‘It became one of the most famous and controversial graphs in science.  It 
was so dramatic that it became an icon an instantly recognisable symbol of 
man made climate change.’ 

And pointed out: ‘there was virtually no trace of the Mediaeval Warm Period’. He 
went on to describe criticism ‘they accused Mann of using faulty data and dodgy 
statistics to re-write history’, included interview clips with sceptics who went 
further, accusing it of being ‘a scientific scandal’ and ‘fraud’ and mentioned the fact 
that ‘entire websites were set up to pick holes in the Hockey Stick.’ So although 
the programme did not refer explicitly to criticisms … it did make clear that the 
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original Hockey Stick had come under intense criticism, and that criticism came 
from both scientific analysis and from campaigners … and the programme 
acknowledged there was a Mediaeval Warm Period. I can’t agree that the 
programme’s account of the Hockey Stick was either inaccurate or biased. It 
seems to me to have been appropriately constructed for a general audience.” 

On appeal to the ESC the complainant wrote:  

“… I offered a great deal [of evidence], including the Overpeck email [an email 
allegedly written by Professor Jonathan Overpeck as a co-author of the IPCC 
report which suggested that the Medieval Warm Period should be lost from data], 
which was its precursor. Kindly note also that of the Wegman Report [a statistical 
analysis of the work by Mann and his fellow authors] and of McIntyre and 
McKitrick [“Corrections to the Mann et al (1998) proxy data base and northern 
hemispheric average temperature series”] precisely nothing was mentioned in the 
series. Neither was there mention of the demolition of the latest attempt by Mann 
to resurrect his construct nor of the fact that it flew in the face of well 
documented historical evidence.” 

The Committee noted the section in Programme 2 that considered the “Hockey Stick 
graph”: 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Michael Mann put all the numbers together and used it to create a very special 
graph.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

And here it is, it’s basically a graph of temperature over the last 1,000 years.   

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

And the first thing that hits you is there’s virtually no sign of the medieval warm 
period, I mean the sceptics would have a big bump in temperatures just here 
when the world got warmer. Instead it looks like for at least 900 years give or take 
a few ups and downs it’s incredibly flat but it’s not until you get to the 20th 
century and … bang.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

Temperatures shoot up in a way unlike anything we’ve seen for at least a 
millennium. Now this graph tells a very different story from the sceptics, they say 
the present temperatures are nothing special. This graph says the opposite.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

The simplicity of this graph makes it a really powerful image and it’s even been 
given its own name.   
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Dr Iain Stewart: 

The Hockey Stick.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

It became one of the most famous and controversial graphs in science. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

It was so dramatic that it became an icon … an instantly recognisable symbol of 
man-made climate change. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Al Gore even used it in his Oscar winning movie. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Not surprisingly sceptics hated it. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

They said the Hockey Stick was a fiction… 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Because there was virtually no trace of the Medieval Warm Period. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

They accused Mann of using faulty data and dodgy statistics to re-write history. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

The Hockey Stick still provokes strong reactions today. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

What’s your reaction when you see that? It’s probably the most famous graph in 
the world isn’t it?  

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

Well I think what a shame. What a shame that a scientific scandal like this would 
be perpetuated on the American public and on the United Nations.  
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Dr Iain Stewart: 

That’s a bit strong, a scandal. 

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

It’s a scandal, it’s absolutely outrageous.   

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

This has even been discredited by the National Academy of Sciences they said it 
was unsupportable.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

When you see this what goes through your mind now? 

 

Dr S Fred Singer: 

Well the first thing is … great disbelief.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

Scientists are always bitching about each other. I’ve been at a conference when 
someone’s said you know nothing about this subject but … the kind … enmity 
that’s been directed at Michael Mann is something else.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Some even accused him of the ultimate scientific crime… 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Fraud 

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

If it’s fraud they should be in jail. If it was incompetence they should be fired.  

 

Dr Michael Mann: 

I never expected the sort of attacks that we were subject to when I began this 
work.  

 

Viscount Christopher Monckton:  

This was clearly and I’m going to say it bluntly, deliberately bent.  
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Dr Michael Mann: 

If you can’t win your argument on the basis of science you try to win based on 
defamation, or slander, or … rhetoric that sounds convincing but has no basis in 
fact.  

 

Global Warming Sceptic: 

I would say it’s as close to scientific fraud as you can get.  

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Michael Mann was attacked in print and even more viciously on the web. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Entire websites were set up to pick holes in the Hockey Stick. 

 

The Committee noted that David Stainforth advised: 

“The crucial point is that there were some errors found in the analysis but there 
have been lots of other studies and they all agree that the warming in the latter 
part of the 20th century is anomalous and probably takes us outside the bounds of 
the past 1,000 years. As I understand it the errors in the Mann et al analysis, 
when corrected did not significantly alter their results” 

The Committee noted that although there is no mention of the Wegman Report, or of the 
McIntyre and McKitrick criticisms of the hockey stick graph by name, the script does make 
clear there are those that disagree with the Mann analysis.   

When coming to a view on this element of the appeal the Committee agreed that the 
omissions of a specific theory, reference or name check, may not be in breach of the 
editorial guidelines if the treatment of the issue or debate is accurate and duly impartial.  

The Committee thought the programme demonstrated a range of other proxies, measures 
and estimates that differ from the Hockey Stick in detail but pointed in the same direction 
at the end of the 20th century. 

The Committee was satisfied the programme-makers had made it clear the Hockey Stick 
graph was disputed and that Mann and his supporters and collaborators had been 
accused of fraud (which he denied) and that some of the details of the original research 
conclusions had not been replicated. But the Committee agreed that the trend and the 
crucial section in the late 20th century was replicated by other research as the 
programme stated. 

The Committee thought the complainant’s criticisms of the “Hockey Stick” debate were on 
a completely different level from that of the series. The series was not reviewing a thesis 
or peer-reviewed article in a learned journal, where a reference to particular scientists in 
covering this sort of debate might be valid, and even necessary. However, for this kind of 
general science programme the level of detail required by the complainant was unrealistic 
and would have been meaningless to the general viewer. 
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The Committee reasserted its opinion that the appeal had to be judged in the context of a 
general science programme about the history of a scientific debate. It concluded that the 
programme had sufficiently explained the flaws in the Hockey Stick graph, why some 
people did not like it and why, given recent research, its general thesis is borne out. The 
Committee was therefore satisfied that the programme’s comments concerning the 
Hockey Stick had been duly accurate and impartial. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

8. Dr Roy Spencer 

The Committee noted that the complainant was concerned that the sceptics were under-
represented in the programme: 

“Interviews with Dr Spencer and other Heartland attendees in 2008 [the Heartland 
Institute, an American thinktank, has since 2008 organised conferences calling 
attention to ‘widespread dissent to the asserted “consensus” on the causes, 
consequences, and proper responses to climate change’] occupied all of four 
minutes out of three one hour episodes. Moreover, all the interviewees who were 
broadcast were carefully edited to give a totally misleading impression of their 
views/putative concessions.”  

The Committee acknowledged that the BBC does not measure impartiality by the time 
given to a subject or argument. The Committee had to decide whether the interviews with 
Dr Spencer and other Heartland interviewees were presented with due accuracy and due 
impartiality.  

The Committee noted the reply from the executive producer of the series to the 
suggestion that the Heartland sequences were too brief and unfairly edited:  

“There was no question of sceptics’ involvement in the series being a formality. It 
was central to the premise of the series. The Heartlands Conference offered an 
opportunity to engage with the sceptic community in one place and was therefore 
a highly cost effective (and televisually more engaging) way of meeting the 
sceptics and beginning to explore their arguments. However, this was by no means 
the only way we presented sceptic arguments, or the sceptics themselves. They 
appeared in archive clips throughout the series, and extensive use was made of 
published literature – both in the science press and the media more generally.”  

He said the team had been open to anything the sceptics might say: 

“We approached all the arguments with an open mind ... There were many 
discussions on the programme about the sceptics’ arguments; many debates about 
the strengths and weaknesses of points on both sides of the debate.”  

The Committee noted that the complainant said as part of this head of complaint: 

“all the interviewees who were broadcast were carefully edited to give a totally 
misleading impression of their views/putative concessions” 

The Committee noted that no-one who had contributed to the programme had appealed 
to the Trust. The Committee did not consider fairness complaints from a third party. This 
complaint would be considered under the impartiality guidelines.  

Nevertheless, the Committee noted that fairness complaints had been made to Ofcom by 
two of those interviewed at the Heartland Conference in New York. Neither of these was 
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upheld. Ofcom’s introduction to the findings on both the complaints by Professor Timothy 
Ball and Viscount Monckton said: 

“Ofcom concluded that the programme-makers did not provide Professor Ball/Lord 
Monckton with sufficient information about the likely nature and purpose of the 
programme when securing consent for his participation. However, Ofcom found no 
grounds to uphold his complaint of unfair treatment in the programme as 
broadcast because it found that footage of his interview was not unfairly edited…”  

The Committee concluded that the programme, in giving airtime to voices at the 
Heartland conference, had shown the strength of feeling of a number of people against 
the theory of AGW. 

The Committee believed that the way the programme had expressed these views had 
shown the sceptics in a favourable light, and it was to the benefit of their point of view 
that the programme had filmed at a well-organised and well-attended conference, 
showing articulate people informally in the breaks between sessions. The Committee 
noted that there were many named sceptic voices throughout the series and that the 
Heartland coverage supplemented those interviews.  

The Committee was satisfied that sceptic opinions had been treated with due impartiality. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

9. Arctic sea ice 

The Committee noted that in early correspondence, the complainant had said that the 
account given of the Arctic icecap was inaccurate, in that recent records suggest Arctic 
sea ice is no longer diminishing. 

The Committee noted the relevant elements of the programme script:   

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

So for 30 years the military kept detailed secret records of the ice thickness. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

Then, when the cold war ended, the American navy invited civilian scientists to 
join their missions. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart (narrating): 

Once more they headed under the pole, measuring the thickness of the ice as they 
went. 

 

Dr Iain Stewart: 

What they discovered was that the ice was 40 percent thinner than it had been 
when the measurements were first taken. It had gone from an average thickness 
of 3.3 metres, which is the height of this face of an iceberg up to about just over 
my head, down to a height of about 1.9 metres. In other words, in 40 years it had 
virtually halved.  
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Dr Iain Stewart (narrating):  

It was an astonishing change in such a short space of time. But it wasn’t just that 
the sea ice was getting thinner and melting earlier, there was also a third change: 
there was a lot less of it. 

 

The Committee examined the evidence the complainant had put forward including two 
graphics on Arctic sea ice and part of an article about Arctic warming between 1920 and 
1940. 

Jonathan Renouf had responded in the earlier correspondence:  

“All over the world glaciers are shrinking, as the World Glacier Monitoring service 
(or similar) based in Geneva can attest http://www.grid.unep.ch/glaciers/. There 
are a few glaciers that for specific, mostly well understood reasons are advancing, 
but their numbers get fewer each year. The salient point (on Greenland) is that the 
area of annual melt has expanded dramatically over the last 20 or so years. It's 
irrelevant whether the very centre is getting thicker or not; a rapidly shrinking 
Greenland icecap would probably continue to get thicker at the centre, but have 
very steep sides. The thickness at the centre isn't a hugely important factor as far 
as I understand it.” 

He added that he didn’t understand where the complainant got his figures for Arctic sea 
ice cover. And that the end of summer 2007 showed the smallest Arctic sea ice extent 
ever, and was part of a trend of shrinking ice. In addition, he said, average sea ice 
thickness has declined. 2008 was very nearly a new record in minimal ice extent, despite 
a relatively cold winter.  

The Committee noted that David Stainforth looked at the complainant’s charts and 
advised that he did not find the evidence compelling.  

The American Meteorological Society’s Information Statement says: 

“Decreases in Arctic sea ice have been observed. Most studies indicate that ice 
loss has recently accelerated at the margins of Greenland and the West Antarctic 
ice sheet, whereas the East Antarctic ice sheet and the Greenland interior appear 
to be gaining mass.” 

The Committee said it found the nuclear submarine evidence compelling, along with the 
pictures of calving glaciers and the extent of sea ice melt, which had been supplemented 
by the data mentioned in the script quoted above. The Committee found the programme 
to be duly accurate regarding the diminution of the Arctic sea ice. 

This element of the appeal was not upheld. 

 

10. Copenhagen conference 

The Committee noted that there had been a debate between the BBC and the 
complainant at stage 2 of the complaints process about the relative attendance and 
merits of the Heartland and the Copenhagen conferences. The programme itself, although 
it filmed at Heartland, did not mention Copenhagen at all.  
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The ESC restated its opinion – under point 8 – that the coverage of the Heartland 
conference had, if anything, enhanced the sceptic position. It noted that there was no 
parallel coverage or mention of any conference supportive of the AGW thesis. 

It concluded that as the comparison was not made in the programme itself – which is 
what was being judged against the editorial guidelines – but rather arose during the 
complaints process, this particular issue of complaint fell outside of the Committee’s remit. 

 

Conclusion 

The Committee noted that the complainant had cited many elements of complaint about 
Earth: The Climate Wars all of which were in support of his overarching claim that the 
series as a whole had breached the Editorial Guidelines on Accuracy and Impartiality. 

He described his complaints as being about: 

“the refusal of the BBC to treat a contentious issue of major importance as though 
no controversy or dissent could legitimately exist.” 

The Committee noted that the executive producer had responded thus: 

“This is simply not true. The whole series took the sceptics’ case extremely 
seriously, that’s why there were three films exploring the various arguments on 
either side of the debate. Neither did we shy away from controversy or debate; 
look at programme two which made a feature of the controversy that surrounded 
the science, and explored sceptics’ arguments in a great deal of detail.  

“Neither did we say that dissenters were driven by disreputable motives. We did 
point out that one of the reasons sceptics’ arguments continued to receive 
considerable publicity after they were considered to be no longer relevant by the 
mainstream climate science community was that the sceptics received 
considerable funding and support from big business which had a vested interest in 
seeing these arguments continue to receive an airing.”  

The Committee agreed that the series had looked at the history of the debate over 
whether global warming was caused by human actions. It had examined all the specific 
points made but had not upheld any of the ten as breaches of the guidelines. 

Overall the Committee concluded that the series had not been in breach of the Editorial 
Guidelines in that it had reported with due accuracy and due impartiality the chronology 
of the science as well as the debates and disputes that surround the issue of climate 
change.  

 

Complaints handling 

The Committee appreciated that this complaint had taken longer than it should to reach a 
conclusion. The Committee understood that this was partly due to the need to have to 
wait for the Ofcom fairness adjudication on the same programmes and further deferral 
because other complainants had objected to the retention of the expert adviser.  

Nevertheless, the Committee felt that the length of time taken had been excessive and 
would ensure that the finding would include an apology to the complainant for that delay. 

Finding: The complaints raised against the series were not upheld. The 
substantive matter about complaints handling was also not upheld. However, 
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an apology will be sent to the complainant for the length of time it had taken 
to consider his appeal. 
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Rejected appeals 
Appeals rejected by the ESC as being out of remit or because the complaint had not 
raised a matter of substance and there was no reasonable prospect of success. 

 

Today, BBC Radio 4, 28 May 2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
decision not to proceed with his request for an appeal with regard to what he believed 
was a loaded question asked by John Humphrys of Sabri Saidam, which defended Israel’s 
continuing development in the occupied territory. The complainant believed the whole 
interview had been an attempt to shield Israel and focus on Palestinian disunity. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the relevant section of the interview between John Humphrys and 
Sabri Saidam, adviser to President Mahmoud Abbas: 

John Humphrys: 

Even if, and it’s a very big if, but even if Mr Netanyahu the Israeli Prime Minister 
says “Yes, we will stop it all” with whom does he then negotiate? He cannot, he 
will not, negotiate with Hamas, so could you envisage not so much a two state 
solution as a three state solution effectively, where you would have the West Bank, 
Israel and the Gaza Strip? 

The Committee noted that in the Head of Editorial Standards’ response she had pointed 
out that the Today programme often uses the “devil’s advocate” approach in interviews. 
The Committee also noted that she believed that by taking this position, John Humphrys 
was not endorsing or supporting Israel’s position, but, as was stated in the reply from the 
Editorial Complaints Unit at stage 2 of the BBC’s complaints process, was:  

“Taking as his starting point the pressure coming from America upon the Israelis to 
stop settlement activity. Given that this has been an obstacle to the peace process 
he was asking whether an end to such activity might mean that progress might 
now be made or whether Palestinian disunity might nevertheless mean that it 
would be difficult. The question he put to Mr Saidam was that if progress was to 
be made, the Palestinians would now ‘have to deliver’... Mr Saidam agreed with 
this. That, it seems to me, is not an unreasonable point to explore and does not … 
suggest that the Palestinians must offer a quid pro quo for an end to settlement 
activity.” 

The Committee also noted that there was no requirement for the BBC to refer to Israeli 
settlements being illegal under international law on every occasion the issue is mentioned.  

The Committee was also satisfied that the piece as a whole had clearly set out that Israeli 
settlements were an obstacle to peace, as was the disunity of the Palestinians, which Mr 
Saidam agreed with when he replied to Mr Humphrys’ comment about Palestinian 
delivery, stating: 

“Absolutely, I agree totally with you. We will have to clear our mess. We will have 
to close this chapter which is the darkest in Palestinian history and we would have 
to move united now that American administration is serious about projection of its 
interests to see an end to conflict in the Middle East and so indeed I agree on that 
but I think we should not be deterred by saying that Abbas can deliver on West 
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Bank but not on Gaza because the pressing issue in the West Bank is the wall 
construction, is the settlement activity and is the continuation of Israeli erection of 
checkpoints. We have now almost 690 checkpoints in the West Bank turning the 
West Bank into more like a Swiss cheese like kind of entity that will see no viable 
Palestinian state established on it.” 

The Committee therefore concluded that it did not believe the complaint had a reasonable 
chance of success, or that there was a case for the BBC to answer as set out in the Trust’s 
complaints procedures.  

The Committee therefore decided that the decision not to proceed with this 
appeal was correct. 

 

The Unbelievable Truth, BBC Radio 4, 25 October 2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
decision not to proceed with her request for an appeal which complained that a reference 
made by the presenter of the programme, David Mitchell, concerning Anne Frank was 
unacceptable and a breach of editorial standards. The complainant also requested that 
jokes concerning children who have died in tragic circumstances, like Anne Frank, should 
be considered “off limits” by the BBC.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the replies the complainant had received from the Editorial 
Complaints Unit (ECU) at stage 2 of the BBC’s complaints process and from the BBC 
Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards. 

The Committee recognised that the comment had caused serious offence to the 
complainant and undoubtedly to other members of the audience given its reference to 
Anne Frank and her association to the Holocaust. However, the Committee was satisfied 
that the remark by David Mitchell, who stated when explaining the structure of the show: 

“Often things that we thought might be true turn out not to be. For example, 
there’s actually no truth in the rumour that the last entry in Anne Frank’s diary 
reads – ‘Today is my birthday. Dad bought me a drum kit.’” 

was making a comment on an absurd notion of providing a child in hiding with a drum kit. 
The Committee therefore endorsed the view of the Head of Editorial Standards who had 
suggested that given this context the editorial justification for the joke was that it was 
humorous.  

The Committee concluded that the joke did not implicitly or explicitly suggest that the 
Holocaust was acceptable or that the arrest of Anne Frank and her death was in itself 
humorous. As such, the Committee was satisfied that the comment, given the audience’s 
expectation of the style and humour of the programme, did not breach generally 
acceptable standards.  

The Committee also agreed that it would be inappropriate to ban words or subjects in the 
new Editorial Guidelines. The Committee agreed that the BBC must be able to make 
comment on all subjects, including comedic references, as long as it was done in 
compliance with the Guidelines, i.e. that challenging material must be clearly justified 
and, if appropriate, signalled. 
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The Committee was therefore satisfied, while accepting that this comment had caused the 
complainant offence, that there was not a case for the BBC Executive to answer and, as 
such, there was not a reasonable prospect of success for this appeal. 

The Committee therefore decided that the decision not to proceed with this 
appeal was correct. 

 

Britain’s Really Disgusting Food, BBC Three, 2 
November 2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
decision not to proceed with his request for an appeal which complained that there was 
no editorial justification for the programme to use the word “shit” when describing legally 
produced food and its use had been inaccurate and offensive. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the Editorial 
Complaints Unit (ECU) at stage 2 of the BBC’s complaints process and from the BBC 
Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards. The Committee noted that the complainant had been 
provided with a clear explanation that for most of the audience the use of this particular 
word did not cause offence when tested against generally accepted standards. The Ofcom 
research quoted in the responses described the word “shit” as: 

“Mild, toilet word, everyday language, not really offensive (though could be when 
used about a child/young person)” 

The Committee also noted that the responses explained that use of this word was in 
keeping with the style and tone of the Mischief series of programmes, which had “built a 
reputation for tackling serious issues in a quirky and irreverent manner” for its target 
audience on BBC Three of adults aged 24 to 35 years.  

The Committee also noted that both responses had explained that the use of the word 
was a legitimate expression of opinion, which was in the public domain and which would 
not have given a misleading impression that any of the food featured was illegal. 

With regard to the programme’s apparent contradictory references to the use of the word 
“shit”, the Committee noted what was said:  

Voice:   

Erm, we can’t write shit. 

Presenter:  

What? 

Voice:  

We’re not allowed to write shit. 

Presenter:  

Why not? 

Voice:  

We’re the BBC. We’re expected to maintain standards. 

Presenter:   
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But that’s what, you know, that’s the point we’re making. You know, by  

eating this shit you can save animals. 

Voice: 

We’ve been told that we’re not allowed to say shit, I’m afraid. 

The Committee endorsed the answer provided by the Head of Editorial Standards who 
stated that, given that the overall tone of the programme was humorous, it was clear that 
this was a comedic device. The Committee agreed that constant repetition of a word that 
supposedly should not be used was absurd and was not intended, nor would it be 
considered by the audience, to be a definitive statement on BBC standards regarding the 
use of language. As such, the Committee did not believe that the complainant had made a 
case for the BBC Executive to answer, nor that the complaint had a reasonable prospect of 
success as required by the Trust’s editorial appeals procedure. 

The Committee therefore decided that the decision not to proceed with this 
appeal was correct. 

 

BBC News website article  
The complainant requested that the Committee review the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
decision not to proceed with his request for an appeal concerning the removal of his name 
from an article on the BBC News website.  

The news article which was dated 1 December 2003 reported that two individuals involved 
in acts of hooliganism following the LDV Vans final at the Millennium Stadium, Cardiff, 
were jailed for their actions. One of the two men named in the article requested his name 
be removed from the article.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant received from BBC management at 
stages 1 and 2 of the BBC’s complaints process. The Committee noted that at stage 1 the 
complainant had been told that: 

“we do not remove articles from our website and that applies particularly to court 
cases, which are heard in public and are considered to be in the public interest. 
The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act does provide for potential employees not to 
disclose spent convictions and it means employers should not refuse to hire an 
applicant if the conviction comes to light. However, the Act was written in the 
1970s long before the existence of the internet, and while we appreciate this can 
be a conflict, we have to abide by the principle that justice must be seen to be 
done and that means publicly recording the outcomes of trials.” 

The Committee also noted what was said at stage 2 of the complaints process by the 
Director of News: 

“The difficulty for BBC News is that ... we should not normally remove online 
content as we effectively erase the past and re-write history. There would be 
severe damage to the BBC's reputation for integrity if we tampered with the 
archive. 

“Of course, there are some exceptional circumstances when it might be necessary 
to amend or remove material, for example where there are child protection issues 
and continued publication could endanger someone's safety. Also, we routinely 
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amend articles if they contain substantial inaccuracies – but we flag up on the 
page that the content has been amended since initial publication if we do this. 

“In your case, while I am sympathetic to your situation, there is nothing 
inaccurate about the report to which you object and so I can see no grounds for 
setting a precedent by removing the reference to you.” 

The Committee also noted that the BBC Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards had stated 
that there were no grounds for asking for its removal in terms of accuracy or in terms of 
privacy, as the public value of BBC News maintaining an accurate news archive justified 
the continued use of the complainant’s name in the article.  

The Committee, while understanding the complainant’s wish to put this incident behind 
him, was satisfied that no reasons had been given for the BBC to set aside its policy. As 
such, the Committee did not believe the complainant had set out a case for the BBC to 
answer or put forward a complaint that had a reasonable chance of success.  

The Committee therefore decided that the decision not to proceed with this 
appeal was correct. 

 

  
 


